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PREFACE
In preparing this iDibliography not only high
schools have he en kept in mind hut high schools of small
cities hjid. even smaller tov/ns ^/here it is still the cus-
tom to ^resent a senior play each year and for the per-
formance of which admission is charged. Lack of equip-
ment for dramatic worlc in high schools, the fact that
the group producing the play is not allov.'ed the money
taken in for admission outside of paying the ex^^enses
which are supposed to he ke'ot within very narrow limits,
and the fact that those in authority look upon dramatics
in the school as an extra-curricular activity, set up a
great many difficulties for the teacher director v;hich
are not at first ap'oarent,
'./ith these difficulties in mind plus a helief
that even in the face of such difficulties, and the nec-
essary amhitiona of a class or others, that first and
last a good :olay should he selected, this hihliogra-ohy
has heen compiled listing hoth long and one-act plays.
The principles governing the selection of
plays included in the list are as follows:
I. The choice of an actaole play possessing
A. dramatic and some literary value, triat is
1. having taction (mental, 'hysical,
emotional
)

2. "being true to the life £.nd period
of time represented
3. is v/ell written TDOth from the
point of riev-' of plL.y construction
and literature in general.
3. situation, ch£.racterizations and experi-
ences siiitahle to the age and ex-perience
of high school students.
C. intereet for the actors concerned and
their prospective audience
.
D. simplicity of scenes and settings mailing
it :)0S3i'ble to use the equipment avail-
ahle on most high scliool stages so that
they play can "be produced vjithin u roas-
onahle exoense .
In the list are seme cltissics, hut more modern
plays. Ilany of them have "been tried and their diffi-
culties and values indicated. olhe esrpense of production
of any of the plays listed can he kept v/ithin the limits
of the money received for admission usually v.'ith a sur-
nlus . Host of them have one set throughout or call
for changes \.hich v/ith a little ingenuity can he made
easily and inexpensively.
In viev; of the fact that in some schools or
communities v.here there may exist a strong feeling for
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or against an issue i;hich nalies a good, and a harmless
play ob jeotionaole , it is recommended that rather
than mutilate the play by cutting or ridiculous sub-
stitution, a different olay he c>osen. -o judge hov/
play authors feel about having their rtlays changed by
amateur •:)lay directors, read a pamphlet written by
Philip Barry called "The Dramatist and the iunateur ?ub-
lic" obtainable of Samuel French.
-he bibliography includes a list of books,
limited but none the less valuable, on costume, make-up,
stage craft, and the theatre in general, v;hich have
proved valuable in play -oroduction, also in dramatic
classes wherein part of the time is soent in reading
and studying plays, and the thetitre in v/hich they are
produced as well as the acting of plays.

xhe law protecting the rights of the drunatist
.
"Seo. 4966:- ^ny iDerson imblicly performing or rep
resenting any dramatic or musical composition for v/hich
copyright has been obtained, Vt/ithout the consent of the
proprietor of said dramatic or musical comi^osit ion, or hi;
heirs or assigns, shall be liable for damages therefor,
such damages in all cases to be assessed at such sum, not
less than one hundred dollars for the first and fifty dol'
lars for every subsequent performance, as to the court
shall appear to be just. If the \inlav;ful i^erformance
and representation be v;ilful and for profit, such person
or persons shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con^
viction be imprisoned for a period not exceeding one year
— U . S. iievised Statutes, Title 60, Chap. 3.
I
Acknowledgment
is due Penn -*ul^lishing Company, Philadelphia, for sup-
plying cooies of plays for reading, and other infor-
mation of value in the preparation of this list.

PLkYS ?CK HIOH S0EOCL3
A Selscted List for Produotion
v;ith an additional List of Books
and ArticlBS for I^e£*.ding and Discussion
I. Introduction
A. A statement of reason for compiling the
"bibliography.
II. ConsiderL-tions governing the choice of plays in-
cluded .
A. ?lays having dramatic and some literary
value
.
B. Plays in uhich the characterisations and
situations are si^.itthle to the age and
experience of high school pupils.
0. I'lays re pviiring sim;)le settings.
III. Catalogue list ( alphabetical arrangement)
A, Plays of three or more acts
B , Plays of one act
C, Plays for special days
a. Hallov;e*en
"b . Armistice Day
c . Thanksgiving
d. Christmas
e . II ev; Year

f. Lincoln's Birthday
r
g. V/ashington' s Birthday
h. St. Valentine's Day
i. Hay Day
J . Ilemorial Day
D. Classic Plays
a. nn^lish
Id . 2'rench
0. Crreek
IV. Plays classified according to t^pes
-tt. . Long iolays
a. Gonedies
h
. Dranas
c. I'^ntasies
d. ?arces
B, One -act plays
a. Gome dies
"b . Dramas
G. Pantaries
d. Parces
C, Costume ^?lays
* a . Long plays
"b . One -act plays
1. for mixed casts
2. for men
3. for w.-imen
It
I
Y, -lay Collections
A. Long plays
3. One-act plays
VI. Books on the theatre and play production
711. 3 0 oils on cos tume
7III. Books on make-up
IZ. 'titles of Ilagazine articles with references on
A. The the£-tre
B, _^lay production
G. High school play production
X. List of
A. I'uhlishing Comi^anies
B. Oostuners
0. Dealers in scenery
D. Dealers in lighting equipment

LOIIG PLAYS
ADLIIRA3LB CRICHTOII, THE - J. !I. Barrie
Published liy Samuel French
Royalty: v50.
Characters: 7 men, 7 v/omen, 2 hoys
Setting: 3 scenes
Crichton, a hutler in an English family, sho\7s his
native ahility and hecomes master of the situation v/hen all
are shiov/reclied on an island, hut resumes his position and
personality of a hutler as soon as they are rescued and return
to 2ngland. A satirical comedy written with the usual Barrie
twist. Crichton is the most difficult part. All parts ure
good. It requires ahility.
The setting is rather difficult for a poorly equip-
ped stage. The haci: drop for the isls-nd scenes v/ould proh-
ahly cause the greatest difficulty. The best thing to do
is to suggest the picture rather than reproduce it hy using a
olain hlue ht.olirr o^md . If a cyclorana is not possible, a
blue background can be secured by covering the flats with
plain blue oatmeal wall paper. The other contrivances can
easily be constructed by boys in the manual training classes.
AirSSTIS, THE - liuripides (Ancient Greek)
Adapted and arranged for amateur -oerformance by Elsie Pogerty
1 Hecommended in "A Selected List of .'lays" by Jllizabeth A.
Mc^adden and Lillian Davis.
(1)

Published h:- "./alter H. Bal:er Co.
Characters: 6 II. 12 V/. 2 children and attendants
Setting: '''iilace exterior
AI^IGOIIE"'' - Sophocles (r.ncient C-reek)
Published by -waiter H. Baiier Go.
Characters: 5 I.I. 3 W.
Settir]g: Hot important.
Antigone is tragedy adapted for performance "by ama-
teurs. The text is accompanied v;ith notes and diagrams.
AS YOU LII3 ir - ./illiam Shakespeare
Published b:; Samuel i'rench and './alter H. B?.ker Company
Royalty: IT one
Characters: 17 II. 4 V/. - e::tras
Costumes: Klizabethan
The story of Rosalind and Oelia in this pleasing and
romantic comedy of Shakespeare needs no repetition. It is
one of the best of Shakespeare's for high schools to attempt.
The romance and comedy do not make the strain upon high school
ability that some of the other plays do, and the Gettings are
more easily adapted. The use of music and dancing so v/ell
done by some professional companies adds m^^ch tc the beauty
of the production.
vYalter H. Baker has a version arranged on the prompt
book of Julia Ilarlov/e. Samuel i'rench has tv/o "^'ersions. One
is an arrangement in five acts calline- for 15!I. and 4 './., and
the other is arranged in three parts requiring 17 11. and 4 V/.
^ Recommended in "A Selected List of Plays'' by Elizabeth ^.
Ilo^adden and Lillian Davis.
(2)

The latter is protalDly the best version for high schools to use.
BAP3AHA ?P.IETC^IE, FHEDEP^ICK GIRL - Cl:.-de Fitoh
Published "by Samuel Prenoh
Not availahle for amateur production at present except "by spec-
ial arrangement with publishers.
Characters: 13 II. 6 V/. Soldiers, townspeople, children.
Costumes: 1863
Setting: 3 interiors, 1 exterior.
Though this fo^ir act play is not yet available for
amateurs, it is included in the list as one that should be
used by such schools as can handle more serious material as
soon as 'it is.
It is an aT)iDealing and romantic type of play with
a tragical ending making Barbara Prietchie, who played an im-
portant .part in Civil '.mr historj^, the heroine.
Setting and costiunes give added charm. The setting
is difficult, but it is possible to use one set for tv;o of the
interiors, and to construct the scenery for the Exterior on a
much simpler lolan than the one called for in the professional
version. For example, one hotise can be used in Dlaoe of two.
The fact that "Barbara Frietchie'* v;as given a very
satisfactory performance recently by a Pennsylx'ania high school
of not more than 700 enrollment suggests that other schools
will want to use it.
Since the acting rights are difficult to secure at
present, it can at leact be included in the reading lists of
dramatic classes and clubs.
(3)
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BSAU BRU1.eeLL - Clyde i^toh
Publlehefl by Samuel i^reriGh
Royalty: ,
Characters: 12 males, 7 females, and extra
Uighteenth century costume
A delightful comedy of 18th century life.
Setting: 5 interior; 1 exterior.
Clyde Fitch maizes the character of Beau Brummel,
Zing's favorite and leader of fashion, one of interest, amuse-
ment, and pathos. The part of Beau requires considerable
ability. The t>lay is suited to a talented group esT>ecially.
in the leads as it is primarily a play of character. Cos-
tumes add much to picturesque effect. The scenery is dif-
ficult unless there is a little money in the treasury, and
co-operation v/ith the manual training and art departments.
'BJELIIIDA-'- - A. A. I.Iilne
Royalty: -jSO.
PubliF^hed by Sa:niiel r'rench
Characters: 3 LI. 3 Y/.
Scenery: 1 exterior - 2 interiors. Not difficult.
,
A romantic tyDe of play in the characteristic style
of the author in which a mother and daughter recover a hus-
band and father who has been absent for eighteen years. The
part of Belinda, a seemingly frivolous vjoman but in reality a
very clever one, must be handled delicately or the play will
^- Hilne, ^. i'irst Plays
(4)
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miss its mark. All six parts give opportunity for acting.
The facts that it is not difficult to T^roduce and its char-
acters are wholesome make it a good play for high schools.
BSLLLIAtT OP HONS, ?H3 - IDorothy Rose Googins
In the ''Atlantic Book of Junior Plays"
For permission to produce, address Miss Dorothy Rose Googins,
24 Langdon Street, Cambridge, Ilass.
Characters: 7 men, 7 women
Setting: Difficult
Another dramatization of a traditional story in
which a little child pure and unblemished releases the sin-
ner from his bondage, and demonstrates the belief that only
the pure of heart can find grace in the c'^es of God. Acting
not difficult
.
GALL OF ?HS 3AIJSE3E , THE - \i . D. Hepenstall, Kalph Oullinan
Published by Longmans, Green & Co.
Royalty: v25. Director's manuscript lent free.
Characters: 8 M. 7 V/.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: 1 interior.
The well balanced cast, one set throughout, and the
fact that it is something different and not too difficult are
reasons for suggesting this play for high school production.
It is a melodramatic mystery-farce. The mystery and the
farcial elements furnish good entertainment for most audiences
(5)
If
and it is a type of play a high school cast would delieht in
doing.
^ Dr. Laoey who has lived in odd parts of the world
returns to ^mericu. to visit his cousin and "brings with him a
South American Indian versed in occult mysteries. The Indian
Servant has pet animals such as monkeys and snakes which are
allowed to run and crawl about the house. Peter ^dair, a
queer character, who has considerable wealth has no direct
heirs. His nearest relative is Dr. Lacey and a niece ?/ho is
the adopted child of his >3rother. The niece is the most like-
ly heir, and the least concerned. The natural superstitions
of most of the household counlec with the presence of the grue-
some pets, and the hyi^notio doctor and his servant soon create
an atmosphere of rayster77. \*hen Peter Adair dies suddenly under
peculiar circumstances, everyboyd suppects romebody else. The
mystery deepens and excitement increases until one character
about to be arrested for the crime dieco^'ers the guilty one
and the mystery is cleared.
There are several good comedy parts, the sheriff and
his deputy not the les-st among them. Like all mystery plays,
it is far fetched, but everything is lo-'^ically e::"olain?d so
that one need not quarrel over its plausibility. Mostly any
high school cast could do it. Great care should be taken in
timing events.
(6)
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CHAHI.T SCHOOL, TFS - Alice Duer lllller
Published 1d7 Samuel french
Hoyalty: v25.
Characters: 6 males, 10 females. lixtras maj'- "be used in the
ensemhles
.
A comedy in 3 acts requiring 2 interiors. By change of furni-
ture and decorations one set can he made to ansv/er the tjurpose
of tv/o .
It ip a r)lay of v^holesome humor and original idea that
is popular '.vith actor and audience. It is light and requires
no unusual ability. The school girl scenes can he made effec-
tive if £- uniform costume is designed hy some member of the
dramatic club or class and will add interest to the production
as well.
The plot is about a young man v;ho inherits a girls'
boarding school. He insists uv)on running the school according
to his ideas, chief of v/hich is that the dominant feature in a
woman's education should be charm. The reactions on the part
of the girls^ and members of the faculty cause many amusing sit-
uations .
CII-TDSRELLA MAII, THE - Edward Childs Carpenter
Published by Samuel 5'rench
Royalty: ij^25.
Characters: 8 M. 3 W.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: 2 interiors. Hot difficult.
(7)
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A comedy in four ac^s presenting & new version of
the old fair;/ story. In this case, the hero is tv ynuno: v;riter
v;ith hi.Th ideals. He is rescued from starvation and poverty
by E "princess" who carries "baskets of food over the house tops
to his forlorn attic. Play possesses many good characteriza-
tions. It is ^7holesome and highly recomnended for high schools
CLAESTIC3 - Booth ?arkington
Publish 3d by oamuel i'renoh^^ Baker
Royalty: vS5.
Characters: 5 11. 5 V/.
Costumes: Modern
Settings: 2 interiors. Hot difficult.
Time : 2^ hours
.
Clarence, a young entomologist, like many another,
finds himself without employment ut the end of the war. Ee
takes a position as a handy man in a rich Englewood household.
Though he oos'^esses no medals nor scars indicative of a bril-
liant war service, the fact that he was in the service is
sufficient to win for him the admiration of the younger mem-
bers of the family and the interest of the adult members. In
no time he becomes guide, philosopher, and friend. Ee is
-•lumber
,
piano tuner, and t7"T)ist. He falls in love v;ith the
governess and en"''s by winning her and the res-oeot of the family.
Clarence is a comedy -of-manners , full of delightful
situations and good charttcter ization . a vnry good play for
high schools^ and sure to be popular.
(8)
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DADDY LO!^G-LEGS - Jean V^ebster
?u"blished "by Sarauel i'rench
iioyalty: J?S5.
Characters: 6 LI. 7 . 5 or-ohans
Oostumes: Ilodern
Settings: 4 interiors. Not diffioult.
Time - 2%- hours
Judy is a drudg-e in a iJew England or ohanage . One day
she attracts the attention of a visiting trustee v.'ho becomes in-
terested in her^ and decides to give her a chance. She goes
from the Foundlings' Home to a fashionable girls' college. Hot
knov.'ing v.'ho her benefactor is;, she addresses him in her corres-
pondence as Daddy Long- Legs. Out of the experiment develops a
romantic love story v/hich never fails to aiyoeal and contributes
much to the charm of the play. Highly recommended for high
schools
.
Though four sets are required, the school v;ith little
equipment cun easily make such changes as is necessary by chang-
ing the furniture and decorations. ii.nother suggestion is to
cover the back of the flats with seme inexpensive material such
as cheap ''Jail paper^and,by reversing them, secure two changes in
the v/alls of the rooms.
DULGY - George 3. }Caufman ani^ I.Iarc Connelly
Published by Samuel ^'renoh
Royalty - $25.
Characters - 8 IJ. 3 W.
Costumes - !Iodern
(9)

Settling - 1 interior. Not difficult.
Dulcy is a comedy in three acts. It is about u young
bride whose desire is to be a genuine helpmate. She plans a
week-end party to which she i^ivites some of her husband's busi-
ness cispociates and others v.'hom she thinks may be of service in
helping him to success. Her ^lunderings not only result in
making the party a dismal failure, but come near to ruining hnr
husband's business career as \^ell. xhings turn out right., hov;-
ever , and Dulcy gets thp credit for the haT^oy ending. The part
of Dulcy is the most difficult ^and must be v;ell done to achieve
success. The satire runs into farce in a scene in v'hich a
scenarist relates the story of his latest to the accompaniament
of music played by an escaped lunatic. Not only I'ulcy, but all
her ill assorted crev; of guests and servants afford good acting
parts within the -oossibilit ies of high school talent.
DOCTOB I!^ S?ITE 0? HIirSSLF, THB - Iloliere
Translated by Barrett H. Clark
Published by Samuel l^renoh
Royalty - Hone
Characters: 5 IJ. 3 *V.
Oostiunes: 17th Century (French)
Setting: 1 interior; 1 exterior. Not difficult.
<f Sganarelle, an ordinary wood chopoer, through a scheme
of his wife v;ho seeks revenge for a beating he gave her^ is beaten
Lloses, llontrose J. Hepresentative ij^merican Dramas, Natural
and Local. Little, Brown and Company, Boston.
( 10)

into "being a doctor. Once the.t he aclmov/ledges that he is a
» ) doctor, he works v;hat seen niraculous cures. Eis loatient re-
gains her speech h\it loses favor imriediate ly , nevertheless, he-
cause she elopes ^^rith the young- man with whom she is in love,
hut 7;ho is not welcomed hy her father. The irate father is
ahout to punish him '^hen Sganarelle's wife intervenes. Her
interference would he futile, however, exoei^t that the yo-ang
couple return to announce that they have not eloped and that
an uncle of the young nan* s has just died leaving him a fortune.
Then the father welcomes tho natch.
"The Doctor In Soite of Ilinself" is an old, hut still
amusing comedy meant as a satire on t?ie medical profession.
It is not difficult, settings are easy and there is no royalty,
all considerations v;hich recommend it for Kigh School production.
DOROTHY ra^^OTT 0? HADDON HALL - Paul tester
Dramatized hy Gharles ITajor
Published "by Samuel French
Royalty: v25.
Characters: 10 II. 6 '.7.
Costumes: niisabethan
Setting: 2 interiors, 1 exterior. Difficult.
This is a romantic type of "olay set in England in the
days of Slizabeth and Llary, lueen of Scots. The theme is the
age old one of triumph of love over the hatred of tv/o old families
involving some v;ell known historical events concerning Blizabeth
(11)

and Mary. In "brief, Dorothy Vernon and John Manners are hetrothed
in infancy their fathers. Later a feud SDrings up "between
the families, and the "betrothal is "broken, and Dorothy is des-
tined to niarry her cousin, 3ir Iltilcolm "Vernon. In a sT>irit of
"bravado John Ilanners sends liis servants to Haddon Kail on Doro-
thy's eighteenth birthday to claim her as hij^ "bride, or failing
that, the forfeiture of certain lands of the estate. He fol-
lows quickly upon his servant, and ends "by falling in love v;ith
Dorothy as she coes 'vith him. She does not realize that he is
not Sir Ilaloolm "Vernon. Having" v/on her heart, llanners reveals
his identity only to "bring down on their heads the vjrath of her
father. How the lovers succeed in overcoming the hatred of
the families and revealing the treachery of Sir Malcolm furnishes
exciting a^msenent . •
-he characters are all £-ood parts and that of Dorothy
is most attractive. -"he T»lay is difficult for a high school
to set if trie description given with the play is followed.
It is Dosrible
,
however, to use but one interior simply by
changing furniture and decorations.
PAIT, TEE - r-oldini
Translated by Henry B. i-Vller
ji^iiblished by Samuel French
IIo Royalty
Characters: 10 men, 4 women
Costumes: Eighteenth Century
( 12)

Setting: 1 exterior, sonev.'hL.t difficult.
The Fuller translation of this old conedy relieves it
of some of the artificiality evident in most old plays. In
spite o:^ the "aside speeches" the dialogue r:t.s spontaneity and
informality. Good characterization. ?he part of Giannina is
particularly good. The amount of tro^^hle caused hy such an ac-
cessory to v.'oman' s vanity as a fan is amazing. The plot is in-
triguing and romantic. The eighteenth century costumes add
much to the "beauty of the production.
FRAITTLUT - Constance D'-e».rc7 llaciray
Published "b.- Henry Holt and Company
Hoyalty quoted upon aispliettion to author in oare of publishers.
Costumes: x».merican Colonial and eighteenth Century :^rench
Characters: 19 men, 5 women.
Setting: Pour interiors. Settin^-i pr esents some difficulties,
hut they rre not insurmountable for the large high schools.
Pranlilin' s arri'^al in Philadelphia, his ezi:)er iments
v;ith the kite, his courting of Barbara Reed, his worl: at the
French oo^-"»'t, and the signing of the trep.ty with Prance comprise
the historical material used by the author in a play based on
the life of one of -America's great men.
The T)la3' v;ill be of interest to high school actors,
and their audiences because of the personality of the character
Dortrayed and the historical material included. Conflict is
not as strong as one would expect of a play dealing with the
life of the statesman but costuming and setting give interest
(13)
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where action lags. Great care should be taken in casting,
loart i ciliarly for the part of Praniilin. The transition from
youth to middle age and later ic a problem in acting that
should not he overlooked. Difficult hut v/orth the time and
effort of high school production,
FHIBITD HA:t!IAH - Paul Hester
Published br Samuel ?rench
Royalty: vS5.
Characters: 7 II. 4 W.
Costunes: 1760 - 1810
Setting: 1 intorior, 1 exterior.
V/hile hunting, the Prince of '/£.les, later George III,
falls from his horse^ and is injured. Ke is carried into the
gard'en of Hannah Lightfoot "."protesting that his injuries are
slight. So great is the charm of the little -iualieress, his
injuries "orove v/orse than they seemed at first and it is some
time before he is able to deof.rt. Hannah later meets him in
London. He woos her aiid marries her under the name of George
Tudor. The same night the old king dies. Before George has
an 0 ooortunity to reveal his identity, officers of state inter-
fere and convince Hannah that the marriage is impossible. She
leaves the country secretly. Later the marriage is annulled.
?ifty years later she returns to her girlhood home. Hing George,
now blind and suffering from a mental malc^dy, stons at the garden
to gather roses from a bush about which Hannah told him a legend
on their chance meeting so many years before. ..'atching him,
(14)
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Hannah is assured that his love for her is constant. She allov;s
him to depart without revealing his identity.
This is a very vrettii romantic type of play within the
ability of high school talent. -he costumes and setting £'ive
added charm. -he -English garden scene the ^lay calls for does
much toward making the "olay cffectix'e, hut it is oossihle for
those schools too small to h^ve the necessary equi-'^ment for elab-
orate productions to simplify the setting. -he play, if v;ell
performed and prettily costumed, v;ill satisfy an audience.
GOOSE EA!TGS HIGK, ?HE - Lewis Beach
Published by Samuel French
Royalty - 350.
Characters: 7 I.I. 5 V/.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: 1 interior
^ story of an episode in a modern American family in
which the young people show themselves worthy of the love and
oare of their parents in spite of appearances to the contrary.
It is in no sense of the word a thesis olay or "one with a moral"
but is a defense of our young people o-^ to-day. Not difficult.
GRE3TI STOCITTTTGS - x^. ii. ¥/. Llason
-ublished by Sa-mel French
Royalty: v25.
Modern costumes
Setting: E interior sets; can be plaj^ed with one.
A good comedy that is popular with actors and audience,
(15)

and within the range and ability of high school people. Any
objection that there might "be to this play v/onld he due to orer-
zealousness in devotion to a law that cane into effect to cor-
rect an evil. '^ho scene in ^vhich brandy is given to one of
the characters vfr.o faints, and aro'ind v/hich r.mch of the fun of
the play hinges, is not intended to ridicule or belittle the
Volstead lav;. It is when the director substitutes Tan-a-lac
for brandy that this haprtens. It is v;ell to remember that the
Dlay has an i^riglish setting. Viith apologies to the author , the
scene can be changed to a hysterica] one ^ but that practice is
not recommondcd, and it is suggested that "The Dramatist and the
Amateur Aiblic" ^by I.'hillip Barry be read with resoect to this
habit of amateur directors. J-'he pam"ohlet can be secured of
Samuel -"'rench -^ree of charge.
Theme - ^n elder sister devoted to the younger members
of the family ir ri"en up as an "old maid". She invents a lover,
A man by the same name appears, causing excitin^ pituations, and
a satisfactory conclusion.
HOIE-IIAZSRS, TFS - U. B. Vosburgh
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: I! one
Characters: 10 II. 6 v.'. Others can be introduc9d.
Costumes: ^'uritan (1621)
Setting: 2 interiors. Hot os oecially difficult.
The arrival of the -^'ilgrims, their first home, and the
departure of the Iiayflov;er the follov/ing spring comprise the sub-
( 15)
I/
ject matter of this three act drana about the earlv settlers.
?he author attempts to gi'^e an insight into the lives of the
adventures of the Ilayflower . -^hev are verj." human, some of
them "brave and courageous, others are quarrelsoiojs and mean.
Hot the least amusing scene ir? the school conducted hy Lame
Carver. ^nd^'^he longing, the despair, the courage of the
little hand who v/atches the IIayflov;er depart, cutting off
there "by their ©nly chance of returning to civilization^ v/ill
make a strong ao;'eal to most audiences. Because of its local
color, it \7ill appeal more strongly to Hew ilngland groups.
xhe theatric effect is heightened in the last act
"by the introduction of the procession singing the ancient
Dutch h:^Tiin. ^he fact that no royalty is charged for Dorforra-
ing is favorahle to small high schools.
IVORY DOOR, 7HS - ... A. Hilne
Published by Samuel i'rench
Royalty: v50.
Characters: 11 II. 4 V/.
Costumes: i?'antastic
Setting: 1 exterior, 1 interior. The exterior is somewhat dif-
ficult .
This is a comedy in three acts^ and a prologue.
-ling -ercivale decides on his wedding morning to v/alk
through the Ivory Door about which there is a legend to the effect
that no one ever returned who once passed through it. ?rom child-
hood he has been intrigued by it, and on the last morning on wMch
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he is free to act without accounting to another, he decides to
^
leajn what is on the other side of the door. Nothing happens.
He returns^ but tradition is stronger than facts. Fercivale
is recognized, but to acknowledge him would destroy the legend.
The situation is not improved by the fact that Princess Lilia
whom he is to maxry passes through the door^and returns unharm-
ed. Unable to convince his subjects of the truth, the young
king and princess depart having found truth and happiness. A
new king is chosen to maintain tradition.
The play is characteristic of Milne in its whimsical
qualities with an important idea underneath. It is described
as a legend play. It is a delightful mixture of the romantic
and the naive. It should be well costumed^ and well acted,
but it is not too difficult. With some slif?ht cutting, it is
a splendid play for his-h schools.
LITTLE LORD FAUT-TLSROY - Frances Hodgson Burnett
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: $10.
Characters: g M. 3 ^* ^ women if the part of Lord Faunt-
leroy is taken by a girl.
Costumes: Early twentieth century.
Setting: 2 interiors
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" is the story of a little boy
whose father forfeited his interest in an English estate by
marrying Fauntleroy's mother, an unknown American girl. The
( 18)
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father died, and his widow, left with very little means, is
determined that her little son shall be reared befitting his
^ social rank. The boy's grandfather, a gouty, old, English
gentleman, having outlived all his sons is forced to look up
little Lord Fauntleroy for want of an heir. The little boy
wins the crusty old man^ as also does his courageous mother,
and^ in the end the old earl is as active in defending the
rights of his legitimate grandson against those claimed by an
imposter as he formerly had been obstinate in ignoring his ex-
istence.
The play will need some very slie^ht cutting, and if
played with an understanding of its own period, the romantic
and sentimental story will appeal. The parts of the grand-
father, the msid, and ILt, Hobbs offer some good so-called char-
acter parts that high school people usually enjoy doing. It
should be costumed according to the style of the period for
which it was written, and not in ultra aiodern dress. The
same walls can be used for the two interiors. By a change of
draperies, and other decorations such as furniture, and a shift-
ing in the position of doors and windows, the necessary changes
of scene can be achieved.
LITTLE V/OMEN - Louisa M. Alcott
mi) Dramatized by ilarion DeForest
Published by 3a:nuel French
Royalty: ^25.
Characters: 5 M. 7 W.
( 19)

Costumes: 19th Century
Setting: 1 interior, 1 exterior
When Marion DeForest dramatized Louisa Alcott's
"Little Women", she was sure of an audience for it if she
had any claim to play writing. The result proves that she
did for the play was as popular as its original by Miss Al-
cott. The story of "Little Women" is too well known to need
repetition. It is sufficient to say that a high school play
committee will look a long time before it will find a play
of more wholesome sentiment and charm than this one possesses,
and as sure to please.
The nearer the setting can be to the original, the
more charming the effect. Pictures of the Alcott home can
be secured if desired. A simple setting, if the cast is*
well costumed, and the play well acted, can be made effective.
MARTHA Washington-^ - Wllliam Archer
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Published by Henry Holt and Company, N. Y.
This play of eight scenes calls for frequent change
of scenery which makes it expensive^ and difficult to set. It
has moreover but little dramatic action. The play as a whole
is not recommended for high school production. Scene 5, Part
I could be used to advantage on an assembly program for Wash-
ington's birthday. The scene is Valley Forge during the win-
ter of 177^. The dialogue gives a vivid oicture of the suf-
1 Archer, William. Three Plays. Henry Holt and Company
(EO)
^ I.
fering- of the soldiers during that verv trying winter. The
effect can be greatly heightened with appropriate scenery.
Though the scene is ^lowj it gives an opportunity to 9 "boys^
and 1 girl.
A illDSUXJER MIGHT'S DRSAIi - Jta. Shakespeare
Acting Versions published by Samuel French, also Baker.
The New Hudson Shakespeare edited by E. Charleton Black,
published by Ginn Co., an excellent school edition.
Royalty: None
Characters: I3 U. 3 W. and additional fairies
Costumes: Grecian, and fantastic
This fairy poem of Shakespeare is a play well suited
to high school production. It has possibilities of pleasing
an audience of varied tastes. The fairy scenes will appeal
to the poetic and imaginative, the lovers, to the young and
romantic, and the mechanicals, to those delighting in broad
comedy and burlesque. It can be played with few changes par-
ticularly if draperies are used. It is also possible to fol-
low the plan of the Avon Players, and concentrate on a good wood
scene running the wood scenes together without lowering- the
curtain^ and playing other scenes in front of simple drop cur-
tains. The palace scene at the end should be well set^but
that can be done easily.
MILE^TONES - Arnold Bennett and Edward Knoblauch
Published by Doubleday, Doran and Company.
Royalty: $25.

Chaxacters: 9 M. 6 W.
Costumes: 1^60; 1225; 1912.
Setting: Living roocn with slight changes for Act II, and
completely new furniture for Act III,
A convincing picture of three generations of a fam-
ily covering a period of fifty two years which shows the rad-
icalism of youth fading into conservatism as age advances. In-
terest is held by the good dialogue and fine characterization
as well as by the novelty of the idea. The costumes also
give a charming effect. It is more difficult to do than some
plays. The need not only of good character portrayal but of
development of character as some of the characters pass from
youth to old age requires ability.
"Milestones" is a charming play when well done.
MONSIEUR BSAUCAIRE - Booth Tarkington
Dramatized by Ethel H. Freeman
Published by Walter H. Baker Company
Royalty: $10.
Characters: 1^ men, 7 women.
Costumes: English and French 1750»
Setting: Mere backgrounds
A good comedy producing all the thrills to be ob-
tained from witnessing love-affairs, duels, balls, and fine
ladies and gentlemen. The part of Monsieur is difficult.
A setting in which draperies or a combination of draperies
and more realistic scenery is used is effective. The interest
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of the play is in the characters. Costumes and settings
add much to the charm of the picture. It can be used very
successfully by an all girl cast. The plot is romantic,
involving a prince of the royal blood of France traveling
incognito in JEngland.
MR3. BU11P3TEAD-LEIGH - Harry James Smith
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: |25.
Comedy in 3 acts.
Characters: 6 men, 6 women
Setting: 1 interior
A good play for high school people though very dif-
ficult in characterization. It reauires people with consid-
erable ability. Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh, the character about
whom the interest of the play centers, is a native American
married to an English man. She is quick witted, resourceful,
sure of herself, and equal to any situation. The play does
not cause many financial problems as there is only 1 set, and
the costumes are modern.
NATHAN HALE - Clyde Fitch
Published by Walter H. Baker Company
Characters: 1^ M. 5 W.
Costumes: Eighteenth Century
Setting: Colonial interiors, not difficult; 1 exterior.
The sacrifice and heroism of Nathan Hale furnishes
the theme of this patriotic play by Clyde Fitch. The author
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did not take the liberties us\ially taken by writers to gain
dramatic effect irrespective of historical fact. Yet the
play does not suffer for this faithfulness to history.
The part of Hale is a strong one. Though the
play presents problems for amate\ir production, it is highly
recommended to high schools for the qualities already mention-
ed, and because of the strong appeal the theme has for Ameri-
can audiences.
PIPER, THE^ - Josephine Preston Peabody
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: $2^.
Characters: I3 M. 6 W. 5 Ch.
Costumes: Medieval German {12^k A. D.
)
Four acts, three scenes
Settings: (1) Market Place in Hamlin, (2) Cave inside a
mountain, (3) Cross roads.
"The Piper" is poetic drama based on the legend of
"The Pied Piper of Hamlin". It has humor, pathos, and poetic
beauty. It is difficult to act, and to direct, and expensive
to produce. The large and talented cast as well as the ex-
pense of production places it beyond the reach of small high
schools. It would be an ajnbitious undertaking for any school
but no more difficult to do than a Shakespearian play. Well
done, it would not fail to be effective. It is included in
^ Moses, Montrose J. Representative American Dramas National
and Local: Little, Brown and Company
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the list in spite of its difficulties because it has so much
to recommend it.
POMANDER WALK - Louis N. Parker
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: I25.
Characters: 10 M. 3 W.
Costumes: Eighteenth Century
Setting: 1 exterior throughout. Difficult.
Pomander Walk is called a comedy of happiness. The
plot concerns the various love-affairs of the dwellers in the
walk. Characterizations are good, particularly that of the
Admiral. As far as the play is concerned, high schools will
look long before finding a more charming comedy, but there is
great difficulty in providing the proper setting. As the set-
ting is an intricate^of the play, it is less easily adapted to
a simpler background. The larger schools in which the inter-
est in dramatic productions is sufficient to warrant the ex-
penditure for materials can construct the set, otherwise it is
better not to attempt it. The acting is not difficult and can
be presented by an all girl cast.
PROMETHEUS BOUND^ - Aeschylus (ancient Greek)
Translated by E. B. Browning
Published by Werner Publishing Compnay, N. Y.
Characters: Any number
Setting: A desolate place in Scythia.
Recommended in "A Selected List of Plays" by Elizabeth A.
McFadden and Lillian Davis.
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"Prometheus Bound" is a mythical, tragical play.
The translator has expurgated and adapted it for high schools.
It was printed in Werner's Magazine for April 27, 19OI.
PRUNELLA - Lawrence Housman, Granville Barker
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: $50.
Characters: 7 M. 6 W. 3 extras
Costumes: Fantastical, but easily devised.
Setting: 1 exterior
Prunella is a fantasy about the love of Prunella
and Pierrot. It has tragic elements but the play ends hap-
pily. Literary quality is good. The scene is laid in a
formal type of garden. The last scene of the play takes
place in the same garden but much changed by growths of weeds
and the ruin of time. The garden offers some difficulty in
production, but considering that there is but the one set
throughout, some of the problems of stage setting are eliminat-
ed, making it possible to devote all the expenditure of time
and money to the one set.
QUALITY STREET - J. M. Barrie
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Characters: 6 M. S W. 1 boy, 1 girl; several children.
Costumes: English 1^25.
Setting: 1 exterior, 1 interior.
(26)
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This romantic comedy with its characters of the
"Cranford" variety and possessing a delicacy and charm of
a Kate Greenaway picture book has abundant huinor. The
story in brief is as follows: Phoebe and Susan, two maid-
en ladies, mistake the purpose of a visit from Valentine
Brown as an intention to propose to Phoebe. As a matter
of fact, he came to say good-bye before departing for the
war. The curiosity of prying neighbors is aroused, and
when he departs, they interpret the event according to their
fancy. When he returns he finds the women reduced in cir-
cumstances. Susan and Phoebe quiver between delight over
his return and a reluctance to have him know the truth about
the condition of their finances, but they dread even more
the curiosity of their neighbors. Phoebe invents a plot
to fool them which she carries off to perfedtion though de-
tection seems inevitable at times. The only person she
doesn't deceive is Valentine. At last he realizes that he
has loved Phoebe for a long time so the romance ends happily.
"Quality Street" is one of Barrie's most charming
plays, and very suitable to high schools. It has a large
cast with parts of about equal value outside of the three
leads. A great mistake is made when the scene with the
smedl children dancing a minuet is omitted as is frequently
done by amateur directors.
The best authority on costumes is Dion Clayton
Calthrop's "English Costume".
( 27)
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Q;UB3n*S EUSI?a!ID, ?HS - HolDert Eranet Sherwood
Adapted by Nathaniel -^dv/ard P.eid
Published hy Longmans, Green and Co.
Royalty: v25. Director's Ilanuscript lent free.
Characters: 11 M. 4 W.
Costumes: I.Todern and Court
Setting: 1 interior
^he scone is a study on the second floor of the Royal
Palace in the imaginary kingdom of Ilerland. Iling ?^ric VIII
seems a mild mannered man completely dominated by his '^ueen and
prime minister. ^^s £. matter of fact he is a much cleverer man
than either the 4ueen or his statesmen realize. He is sympa-
thetic with Ann, his daughter, who is rebellious at the idea of
the marriage arranged for her b;- her mother to a good-for-noth-
ing prince. «'hile ^ueen llartha is av;ay in ^^-morica raising mon-
ey, a revolution occurs in v;hich the I^ing sho^vs himself capable
of handling affairs of state, though chess is more to his liking
and at the same time strengthens his position v/ith his subjects.
rhe iueen returns, the wedding day arrives, the cath-
edral is oreoE.red for the wedding, royal wectding guerts are as-
sembled, and the I^ing at tne last minute outwits the aieen by
assisting -inn to olope with the man she loves.
-he olay is a clever satire. 2he i^art of the i^ing
is a most desirable one. 'rhe other parts are interesting^ but
not difficult. The lines are witty. It has been given suc-
cessfully by several high schools.
( 28)
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RIP VAIT V/TI^ITLE - Charles Burke
Published, hy Sociuel French
PiOyalty: Hone
CJharaoters: 11 1.1. 3 V<
.
Costumes: Dutch Colonial
Setting: Siaole and picturesque.
An acting version of the legend of the Catsliill oo-du-
lariaed first through the \^riting of '.Washington Irving. It
calls for some good character acting. The scenery for the Joe
Jefferson acting version v/ould he difficult for setae high schools
to handle successfully. -txside from that, it is the more desir-
ahie version to use.
RIVALS, THE - R. B. aheridan
Published by .<alter H. Balier Gorapany, and Samuel x'rench.
No royalty.
Characters: 9 H. 3 \i\
Costumes: i:iighteenth Century.
Scenery varied. Draperies can be used effectively.
A highly anusing comedy of 18th century life setting
off the foibles and superficialities of the time. Phe famous
Ilrs. Malaprop^ and her love of language afford not a little amuse-
ment. A play that is often done b y high schools. Scener^,^ of-
fers the greatest difficulty for most high schools, but v/ith a
little ingenuity and effort, the difficulties can be overcome.
^uinn, Art?.ur Kobson. ReT)resentative American Plays.
The Century Company.
(29)
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R0I.IArC3r.S , 'THE - Sdraond Rostand
Translated by Barrett H. Clark
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: None
Romantic Gomedy in 3 acts.
Characters: 5 men, 1 woman
Costumes: 18th Century
Setting: 1 exterior. Should be beautiful and substantial.
Two young lovers are encouraged in their love making
by what they thinli is parental opposition. Thej'' learn later
that t?ie enmity of their fathers is a scheme by v;hich they
hope to accomplish their hearts' desire—namely, that the daugh-
ter of the one shall marry the son of the other, and thereby
unite the adjoining property. ..'hen the romantic lorers dis-
cover the deception, the result is almost disastrous, but a
little separ^t ion^ and seeldng of romantic adventure in the
world of hard knocks reconciles them, and the dear fathers are
once again hooeful of a union of children and property. A
charming and amusing ';»lay, but must be well done, and beauti-
fully staged to be effective.
ROI!/.:TTIC ACrl^, THE - A. A. Ililne
Published by Samuel l''rench
Royalty: v>50.
Characters: 5 men, 4 v/omen.
Costumes: Ilodern and fantastic.
Setting: 1 interior; 1 exterior.
(30)
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A good play esi^ecially suited to the age and exper-
ience of high school gtiiAent^ though it nay not he fully ap-
preciated h" a high school audience. It is delicate, V'itty,
and suhtle in its humor. In nidsumer, llelisande, a girl
of romantic mind, finds her prince charming and lores him.
V/hen she later discovers that he ir a practical minded Eng-
lishman his wooing becomes more difficii.lt, hut he succeeds
finally.
Often given h^- high schools.
ROSE 0? PJ.Y1',!0UTH TOVfTT, ?HE - Beulah Ilarie Dix,
Evelyn Sutherland
Published by the Dramatic ^ablishing Co., 542 South Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Hoyalty: vlO.
Characters: 4 men, 4 women.
C OS tume s : '^ur it an
Setting: 1 interior, American Colonial about 15E1 or 22;
1 exterior; possible to adapt to 1 interior.
Though the chief interest of this olay lies in the
ci
love story of dose, a maiX of the ^'l37mouth Colony, there are
a niimber of other thrills furnished bj^ a duel and an attack
by the Indians. Some of the characters are historical. The
play is es-oecially adauted to hip-h schools and the setting
and costumes add much to its effectiveness. Bradford's His-
tory of the -'lymouth Colony is useful in connection vath the
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prodiic tion of this play,
SEVSIITaSlT - Booth Tarliington
Published Samuel French
Royalty: v25.
Charaoters: 8 II. 6
Costumes: llodern
Setting: 1 exterior, 8 interior (one interior can be used
throughout
.
)
V^illiam Sylvanus falls in love with Lolo, a vapid
little flirt, '^ho talzs baby-talk. How he courts her with-
out the proper accoutrements such as a dress suit, and in
the face of an inquisitive and an omnipresent little sister,
Jane, unsympathetic parents, and brutal neighbors, furnishes
an evening's entertainment to be enjoyed by young and old.
xhe climax of -Millie's trials is reached v;hen his mother has
the dresp suit he has taken from his father' s vvardrobe alter-
ed to fit the middle aged figure of her husband, necessitating
Willie' s absence from the good-bye dance given in honor of
Lolo. This is too much, and William Sylvanus apoears at the
party attired in his father's ill fitting clothes, only to
have Genesis, the colored servant, disclose the fact that
they are his father's. I'/iin is but one of the many amusing
situations the play contains.
High school puoils v/ill enjoy acting this play,
and their audiences enjoy witnessing it.
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SCHOOL ?0H SCA!nDAL, THE - R. B. Sheridan
Publish ed h^ V/alter H. Balier Company and Samuel French
Royalty: Hone
Gharaoters: 15 LI. 4 v7.
Costumes : i^ighteenth Century.
Setting: Several interiors. Draperies effective.
Sir r*eter and Lady Teasel are the central figures
of interest in this comedy of Sheridan' s in which he de-
lightfully satirizes the superficialities of eighteenth cen-
tury society.
Like "The Rivals'* it is illuminating respecting
eighteenth century life and mEtnners.
SEVEH E5YS TO BALDPATE - George I.!. Cohen
Published "by Samuel French
Royalty: ^pply to publishers
Characters: 9 M. 4 V/.
Costumes: ITodern
Setting: 1 interior
A writer of melodramatic stories makes a wager that
he can write a novel of a type he is acciistomed to write in
twenty four hours. Part of the wager includes a condition
that he retire to a mountain inn ovmed b-^^ his friend and re-
main there alone till the story is finished. Ke accents the
condition. 'J^hings begin to happen as soon as the caretaker
departs. Llystery, thrills, and adventure are there in abun-
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dance. In fact the donand ii^on plausibility is so great
that one "be-rins to lose interest bec^-use of the imT:>r ohuhil-
ity of it all when a v/ell concealed surprise is revealed.
The play has many of the "tricks" of a certain type o-f* pro-
fessional comedian. Hot particularly elevating, it pro-
vides an evening's entertp-innent . Not difficult.
SHE ST<^0?S TO GONIUBH - Oliver Goldsmith
Published by './alter H. Baker Company and Samuel French
Royalty: None
Characters: 15 M. 4 W.
Settings: 3 interiors; 1 exterior. A combination of drap-
eries and realistic scenery can be made effective.
Tony Lumpkin, a good natured scamr>, keeps things
lively for the other characters in this play of the eighteenth
century. Like '*The Rivals" and "The School for Scandal" it
is a Gomedy of manners vith a touch of the natural comedy of
Shakespeare. Mr. Hardcastle is a genuine host though living
in an age when artificiality is more prized than sincerity.
Tony has some resemblance to well knovm characters of Shakes-
peare, especially the convivial Fallstaf . There are many
amusing situations, but the play grows wearisome for a modern
audience unless discreetly cut and well acted.
SHOW-QPP, THB^ - George Kelly
Published by Samuel French
Hoses, Llontrose J. Representative /inerican Drama,
national and Local.
(54)
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Royalty: Granted on a-nplioat ion
Characters: 6 ...
Oostnines: Ilodern
Setting: 1 interior easy to reproduoe.
The 3hov;-0ff is an deserving oi a olace in a high
school repertoire as Sheridan's "The RiTals" . Auhry Piper
will alra'^s he as Vieloone to audiences as the famous Mrs.
Halaprop. It is a satirical comedy. The interest of the
"olay is in the excellent character t-^ortraiture and the clash
hotween .^-uhrey ?iper v/hose egotism deludes him|elf^into think-
ing that he is the important nerson he v/ishes to he, f^nd his
mother- in- lav; ^vho has no delusion ahout him, and the v,'t>,ys of
the vj'orld in general. It is a difficult play for high school
to produce ^hut it hag a great deal to recommend it as worthy
of the time and effort a good high school production requires.
It will need some sli^rht cutting, but therf is no need of
mutilating it.
SITTLIN' THROUOH - Allan Langdon Ilartin
Published by 3amuel i^rench
Royalty: Apoly to publishers
Characters: 5 5 w'
.
Gostiunes: 1870
Setting: 1 exterior; H exteriors if prologue is used.
Snglieih garden scene. Difficult. Might be sim^lified^ though
a v/ell worked out setting is very important to the play,
(35)
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Smilin' 'j-^hrough is romantic oomedy. It offers
opportunity for g-ood character portrayal in the parts of the
two old men. Ii well played, it cannot fail to "be well re-
ceived. In "brief the story is as follows; Kathleen Dun-
gannon is prevented from marrying Kenneth V/ayne "by her uncle
John Carteret who is "both stu'bborn and short tempered, hut
Dossesses many lovable traits, nevertheless. ' "iilxplanation
of his antipathy for ^Jayne reveals that ITenneth* s father in
a fit of jealousy accidentally killed the uncle's sweetheart
on their wedding night. Though fifty years have passed since
the night of his tragedy, John Carteret is firm in his oppo-
sition to the modern lore match, and remains so till Iloongeen,
his sweetheart, and 3arah \<'ayne , Ilenneth' s mother, get a mes-
sage through to him from the soirit world. Then he gives
his consent, dies and leaves the young couple to marry.
-0.8 it is the sentimental qualities of "Smilin'
Through" that maizes its appeal, great care should "be taken
that these qualities are handled with delicacy and understand-
ing. Only select groups should undertake it.
SUN-U?-^ - Lula Yollmer
Published bjr Longmans, Green & Co.
Hoyalty: vSB.
Characters: 7 H. 2 V/.
Costumes: Modem
^ 4Tiinn, ..rthur Hobson. ^Representative American Plays.
The Century Co.
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Sotting: Simple calDin interior
''Stm-Up" is a pla7 portraying the life of Carolina
Mountain folk. In brief, the story is ah out a v/omrn, no
respecter of lav; other than that of the feud, whose hush&.nd
has heen killed hy revenue officers for moonshining. Then
the draft takes her son, Rufe. She thinks it is stiipid
for him to fight for a government that permits raiding of
moonshiners ^hut does not oppose his going. One night a de-
serter cones to the cahin. ^he same night a message comes
that Hufe has been killed in action. As a matter of prin-
ciple 3he hides the stranger from the lav; to di<?cover in the
end that he is the son of the revenue officer v;ho shot her
husband. Then her hatred breaks forth. It is not her in-
tention to give the stranger up to the lav;, but to avenge
her v;rong3 by shooting him herself. ./ith her gun leveled
against the stranger ready to shoot, she thinks she hears
Hufe' 3 voice telling her that it is hate that causes feuda^
and wars. Devining the meaning of love of man through her
love for her son, she lov;ers the gun, and helps the stranger
to esoaoe so that he may return to his cam"o and give himself
up
.
"Sun-Up" is a serious plajT-. The part of Ilrs.
Gagle is the most difficult. Though it is a different type
of play than is usually popular v/ith high schools, it is a
good one for them to do because of the picture of mountain
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life and charaoter it gires. In mim"ber of parts it does not
give the girls of a school nnch of a chance, "but its one set
throughout is a consideration in its favor so far as high
school st-ges are concerned.
SWAH, [THE - Ferenc Ilolnar
Published "by Longmans, Green Co.
Royalty: v25. Director's manuscript lent free.
Characters: 9 11. 8 and extras.
Costumes: Court
Setting: 1 interior. Hot difficult.
'*The Swan" is a mythical kindBi?^- play in which an
ambitious mother attempts to re-establish the family position
by marrying her daughter, called the Svan, to a prince of a
less moribund dynasty. ^he satire is amusing and the lines
clever. Aside from the part of Father Hyacinth, the char-
acters are not difficult. Hycinth is a particularly good
part. The fact that there is but one set throughout ^ and
the well balanced cast in addition to its being a well written
r»lay make it an especially good one for high schools. Schools
that have used it recommend it to others.
TAiriNG OF THE SHBE'7 - William Shakespeare
Published by '.'alter H. Baker Company and Samuel Prench
Royalty: None
Characters: 15 LI. 3 Y/.
Costumes: Eli2;abethan
Setting: Use of draperies simplifies problems.
(28)
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This faroe-conedy of Shakespeare' s setting forth
-?etriiohio' s v;ooing of iCivtherine is sure to appeal to actors
and audience. It needs to be v;ell acted, but is more eas-
ily accomplished with high school ability than some of
Shakespeare's better comedies.
TATLOR-IIADS ITAIT, A - Harry Jamea Smith
<-'ublished by Gp.muel French
Koyalty: v25.
Characters: 20 II. 8 V/.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: 3 interiors - difficult.
A young man v/ho v/orks in a tailor shop spends time
when he should be working in gathering information about the
financially and socially successful. He studies their man-
ners and in so far as it is possible makes them his ovm. He
reads, surrepticiously, the scholarly treatise of a (German
professor and in so far as it is possible makes the theories
his own also. He insults the professor by quoting his manu-
script one minute, and assuming the air of a critic the next,
and explains why the orofessor can't get his book published,
and v;hy the public would not be bothered reading it. The
hero's opportunity arrives when a customer,who plans to attend
a reception, leaves his whole evening outfit at the shop to be
pressed. The young man presses the clothes, but wears them
himself to the reception. His engaging manner, his nimbi e-
ness of wit, and the fact that he seldom lies, though what he
says often times is misleading, results in a phenomenal success.
(S9)
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It is not L.11 smooth sailing, "but in the ^nd, he v;ins in "both
love and hnsinesa,
xhe throe changes of scenery offer difficulties for
high school production but the pl^^y is v/orth the effort of
trying to solve the problem. The sets cf-.n be simolified,
and with £. little planning, a.nd & chb-nge of furnichings, the
set used for the first act QL.n be used for the last,
TERES LIVE GHOSTS - Frederick I sham and Max Marcin
i^iblished by Samuel French
Hoyalty: ^25.
Characters: 6 II. 4 V/.
C OS tume s : Mod ern
Setting: 1 interior - Not difficult.
Jimmie Gubbins, V/illiam Jones, and Spoofy are three
soldiers v.ho return to 'ringland from a German prison camp af-
ter having been reoorted dead. For one reason or another
all three should remain dead but that is imoossible . Jimmie
Gubbins might, but detecti-^es from America are trailing
7/illiam Jones v/ho left the U. S. during the war under unusual
circumstances, ^nd Stjoofy who has all the ap-oearances of a
gentleman, t^nd is suffering from shell shock, gets them all
into trouble through his kleptomaniac tendencies. It is he,
also, v/ho gets them out of all their trouble. The part of
Spoofy is the most difficult^but none of the parts are too
difficult for hierh school people. Some slight cutting may
be necessary. There is considerable fun in the plf^y, and
(40)

for a play of its kind, is one that high school actors v;oiild
enjoy doing.
TRSMmY OF TH3 "V/ELLS" - i.rthur /. Pinero
t'Tihlished hv The i-Tanatic ^.-'ublishing Go.
i^oyalty:
Characters: 14 11. 9 »/.
Costumes: Nineteenth Century (1850's)
Setting: 4 interiors.
Trelav;ney of the "Vv'ells" is u comedy about stage
folk. "The lore story of Hose ^relavmey, an actress, and
r-rthur "SJower, a young aristocr&t, forms the chief interest
of the play. The course of true lore is made difficult by
an irascible old uncle and a rery proper maiden aunt of a
rery proper family. Hov/ a lov; comedy actor in Rose's com-
pany induces the uncle to back the production of a play he
has vritten inrolring the characters of Hose and i.rthur, and
finally brings all three tor-ethor pf-^'^ctine' a rec onciliation
,
and gires nev/ life and energy to a company of down and out
actors pr orid e pretty romance.
The play contains many glimpses into the life of
actors of that time and foretells the change in stagecraft
and play writing for which -'inero was l«^rgely responsible.
The settings at first m.y seem difficult. The
same thing can be done with the interiors that has been sug-
gested for sereral other r>lays, namely, effect a change by
(41)

using different furniture and draperies, etc. 1'he last act
should not cause much difficulty as all that is needed is a
"bare stage. The real auditorium can "be used for the di-
rector a-nd estahlish that intimacy het\^'een audience and actors
so often desired a2id sought.
WIG 0? T^ICHir - IT. J. W.rren
Published h;' .Jr.lter H, Baker Company
Royalty: Hone
Characters: 6 men, 7 women.
Costumes: Irish peasant
Setting: 1 interior, not difficult.
This is tn Irish fi.iry rylt.y vritten for high school
people after the manner of Yeates. It has a poetic appeal.
The characters are well dravm . There is considerable action.
The brogue is not difficult. The theme deals v;ith the Irish
a branch of the thorn tree at the cross roads, thereby putting
herself in the power of the fairies and is being soirited aivay
by them v/hen the poet, whose love for l^onah is unrequited, ap-
peases the v/rath of the fairies by offering himself in their
stead. The scenes in which music and dancing occur add rauoh
to its charm.
WASHINGTON, THE WAN V/HO MADE 113^ - Percy MacKaye
Published by ^afred ^. . Ilno^Sf
Hoyalty: Apply to publishers
^ MacKaye, Percy. '/as?iington and Betsy Hoss. Samuel i'rench
a little Irish ornhan girl, breaks
(48)

Characters: 19 1.1 . 8 V.'. 1 iDoy, 1 girl.
Setting: Simpl3 in effect "but would require artistic abil-
ity and some expenditure of money to create.
'The author has constructed the olay in such a way
that it comprises a festival and theatre version. The lat-
ter may be used without maiming the play^ nor offending the
author. The theatre version is easier to x^roduce. The
festival version coiild he made very "beautiful, hut would he
expensive^ am vvould require oonsiderahle time for prepara-
tion. The small high school would find it difficult unless,
it were made a community affair. Scenes from it are publish-
ed seoarately, and cen be used for assembly programs or for
an evening's entertainment comprised of 1-act plays.
YOU CAN TELL - Bernard Shaw
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: ^25.
Characters: 6 men, 4 v;omen.
Coatumee: Modern
Setting: 2 interiors; 1 exterior.
This comedy of brilliant dialoerue £.nd elaborate plot
in which l woman separated from her husband, her children, the
husband himself, a waiter, and a dentist become involved is
very ^-rood for high schools i:)roviding there is sufficient talent
It must be well acted. The settings are difficult unless
(43)

there is money in the treasury, ingenuity, carpenters, and art-
ists in the class or cluh. It is an e:^:cellent play :^or study
in a dramatic class.
YOUUaEST, THE - :'hilip Barry
Published by Samuel i'renoh
Royalty: v50.
Characters: 4 males, 5 females.
Costumes: Ilodern
Setting: 1 interior.
"A very human and ap-^ealing comedy of contemporary
American life" and is v/ell within the range of the ability
and experience of high school talent. It v;ill be pooular
with students and audience. Hardly a line needs cutting to
meet the approral of the censorship committee. If tv;o sets
are used, it is not difficult to construct the porch set at
a small ex^oense
.
The Youngest who is different from all other mem-
bers of his family temperamentally his been so dominated
by older brothers that he is in danger of an "inferiority
oomolex" . How a girl friend of his sister undertakes to
cure him, t^nd finally his rebellion against his family fur-
nish much -/.'holesome comedy. acting is not difficult.
High school people can perform it vith considerable credit.
(46)

SHORT PLAYS
A?F3C?SD YOITNG LADI?:S, ?HE - Iloliere
English Version by Barrett H. Glarlc
Published "by Samuel Prench
Royalty: None
Characters: 6 IT. 3 W.
Oostumes: 17th Oentury
Setting: Interior - Not difficult
.
1H70 young \.oraen refuse the attention of two suit-
ors chosen for them because they do not measure up to their
idea of gentility and culture. The indignant suitors seek
revenge in a plot v/herein they send two of their servants
to impersonate the type of nobleman the romantic young lad-
ies desire. --^.t the prooer moment the suitors return, and
stripping the servants of their finery, disclose their
identity. Thus are the young women punished for their in-
tellectual and social affectations.
A good play to use for assembly programs or public
performance. It should be correctly costumed and played
'.vith understanding of the time it represents.
ALL ON A SUIHIBR'S DAY - Florence Hyerson and Colin Clements
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: ^^5.00
Characters: 4 V/.
Costumes - Crinolines
(47)

Setting: Simple - Can "be played in front of curtains.
A quaint play in v:hich three maiden ladies sit
in their garden and sev;. Dach makes a v;ish and kind
providence straightway^ fulfills them. Not at all diffi-
cult - iO "be effective it must "be well costumed and
played gracefully. xime, 15 minutes.
ARIA DA CAPO - Bdna St. Vincent Ilillay
Published hy u'alter H. Baker Company.
Royalty: vl5.
Characters: 4 men, 1 woman.
Setting: - hlack -und v;hite interior
Costumes: Simple. Directions concerning them given v;ith
play.
-T. 'ierrot fantasy in verse v/ith trap-ic and comic
elements revealing the futility of war. -he play is an
original handling of the Pierrot tradition. Possible for
high schools though it requires careful production.
AT THE JUNGTIOIT-^ - Rachel ?ield
Published by Samuel ?rench
Royalty: vlO. v;hen admission is charged; -^5. when no ad-
mission is charged.
Char;:cte-''s : 2 1!. 1 V/. 1 little girl,
-ostiimes: I'ode'cn
Setting: Interior
The setting for "At The Junction" is not difficult
Published in voluno only. Cross-Stitch Heart aiid Other
Plays. Pwachol Field.
(48)

to reproduce and the snail tov;n high school ma;/ find it eas-
ier in soTTie res-oRCts than a large school.
The heroine is a young violinist v;ho on the day
of her Nev/ York dehut is seized with stage fright^ and runs
away. She is delayed at a junction where ap a child she
had to v.cvit v'hen she vient to the city for her music lessons.
?he keeper of the lunch-counter rememhers the little girl
though he does not recognize her in the young vjomen . By
means of a flash-hack a memory called u"»o "by the conversation
of the old man and the girl is enacted. The memory hrings
"back the y^i^-n-r - nnan's courage. The Ilev.' York express is
due in seven minutes. She has three hours in ^/hich to make
Nev; York and the concert hall. The train is flagged. V/ith-
out revealing her identity she hoards the train. The keeper
of the lunch-cou.nter hears her concert on the radio, and the
girl takes her next steio tov/ard fame.
BAPSAirS III CATHAY^ - Rachel J'ield
Published hy Samuel French
Pwoyalty: ylO when admission is charged; i>5 when no admis-
sion in charged.
Characters: 3 1!. 3 v7.
Costumes: Ilodern
Settirig: Interior - not difficult.
The scene of the play is set in the hook department of a
large store. The ^lot is about sales-girls, delivery hoys,
^ Published in volume only. Cross-Stitch Heart and Other
Plays
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floor walkers, and poets. ^-n enterprising salesgirl suc-
ceeds in selling not only the one copy of u "book of poems
written by her sv/eetheart v;hich his father has stipulated
as necessary to convince him of his son's noetic ability,
but three, and the third to no other than the practical
minded old father himself.
ihe play is amusing. All parts offer good
chances for character portrayal, and the part of the sales-
girl is especially good.
BETHLEHEM ( A IIATIVI?Y PTii^Y)^ - Laurence Kousman
Published by ^he Ilacmillan Company
Royalty: -^pply to Le Hoy Phillips, 41 '/inter Street,
Boston, Ilass.
Characters: 8 1^. 1 /. Several angels afford parts for
more women.
Costumes: Biblical
Settin^^: 1 exterior; 1 interior. Not difficult.
beautiful play in verse on the Christmas story.
In structure it has some of the characteristics of the
Greek, and even more of the old English lliracle play. There
is a chorus of -r-ngels, and also voices of singers without.
The introduction of the miisic enhances the beauty of theme.
In order to be effective it must be acted with reverence
and conviction. It le not an easy play to perform, and
cannot be generally recommended for high schools. But high
^ Phillips and Johnson: Tyt)es of !.Io(5ern Dram^.tic Com.po-
sition; Oinn and Company.
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sohools Gomprised mostly of 0-entiles vjill find it ?/orthy
of co:isiderat ion.
BIHTHD^Y OF KiH IlIFAlTTA, ?HE^ - Stuart Y/alker
Not oiiblished separately.
.^"blishers: Stewart Ilidd Company
Hoyalty: Apoly to Stuart V/alicer, 304 Carnegie Hall,
New York.
Characters: 2 men, 5 woiiien.
Costumes: Spanish
Setting: Luxurious, but draperies can be used effectively.
Jhe story of a child (lueen and a cripple. i.ct-
ing not difficult. Possible for high schools.
BOY IN BLUfi^ - Olive Price
Published by --alter K. Baker Company
Royalty: ^5
Characters: 4 Hen, 4 ./omen.
Setting: A Colonial mancion - difficult but can be simpli-
fied.
David Page, a northern soldier, is in love v/ith
Carol South, a southerner. Ho\/ard South offended his fa-
ther by joining the northern forces. Mortally wounded, he
entrusts a message for his fath'^r to ,'aul Lee v/hich Lee, for
reasons of his 0-:^, fails to deliver. His perfidy is dis-
^
.Valker, Stuart. Portmanteau Plays. Stevart ICidd Company.
• Schauffer - Sanford . -'iP.ys for Cur American I'olidays.
Vol. 7III.
Boston University '
School of Education

disclosed by ?age , hir. rival for the love of Carol . A
tense situation. V/ill ap:-)eal to northern audiences.
^v-^Y OTT TEE T.ISADO!';, ?HE"^ - Ethel Van Der Yeer
Published "by Samuel Prench
Royalty: $5.
Characters: German Iledieval
Setting: Interior. Hot difficult.
The Boy On The ileadov/ is founded on an old Ger-
man legend about the return of the Christ Child. Roschen
is an orphan v.ho has "been tahen into the home of Ilarta,
not so much for charity as for us efillness. Sent upon an
errand she returns vidthovtt her sabots. Explanations reveal
that she gave them to a boy she met on the meadow. For
r»unishmont she shall have no Christmas dinner^ and must set
out at dawn to overtake the boy;^ and get her shoes. When
morning comes, Harta's children find in their shoes set
u^on the do or- sill such things as Ilarte had placed in. them
the night before, but in a third pair which are those Roschen
had f;iven to the boy, are toys, sv/eetmeats, and -oieces of
gold. Then it is that Ilarta realizes that rioschen did not
lie v;hen she said that the beggar boy she met t'ne night be-
fore wa?? the Christ Chi'd. It is a verj" orettj'' play. Not
difficult and good for high school production.
Shay, Prank:: l^he xippleton Book of Christmas Plays.
B. iippleton and Co., Hew York.
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BRINK OF SILENCE, THE"^ - Esther E. Galbraith
Not published separately.
Royalty: Apply to Miss Esther Galbraith, 3^25 Fourteenth
Street, N. E.
,
Washington, D. C.
Characters: ^ M.
Costumes: Polar
Setting: Easy interior.
Darton is ajn Antarctic explorer. His last ex-
pedition was lost through a series of disasters. He is
the only survivor. The men on the whaler who rescue him
do not know his identity, and for reasons similar to Enoch
Arden, he does not reveal it. Fear of recognition in-
duces him to take a station on the edge of the antarctic
region. Ten years later, another polar expedition command-
ed by a man named Darton has better success. On its re-
turn young Darton comes to the lonely hut 6n the rocky is-
land for aid for a sick comrade. The elder Darton recog-
nizes his son, but again does not reveal his identity, get-
ting satisfaction from the fact that the task has been ac-
complished - by his son. The play is based on a strong
dramatic situation, but it is not too difficult for high
schools, provided it is carefully done and acted with sin-
cerity.
^ Mayorga, Margaret A. Representative One-Act Plays.
Little, Brown and Company. Boston.
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CAP THAT FITS-'- - Austin Dobson
Published by] 'YndV ?u c -s'^^ ^ 5^ c e'('a^-r^ve\y
Royalty: ^
Characters: 1 M. 2 W.
Costumes: Eighteenth Century
Setting: Interior
This brief play of charm and delicacy and arti-
ficiality peculiar to eighteenth century life can be used
with other short plays of the same period with good effect.
For example, it could be used with "The Secrets of the
Heart" by the same author, and "Gretna Green" by Constance
D'Arcy MacKay. The settings of all three plays are not
difficult. Success depends on delicacy of handling.
Two ladies and a gentleman stand before a window
watching another lady in the pso'k. The ladies find much
to criticise in the dress and manner of the one outside.
The gentleman thinks she is attractive, and conveys to his
companions, with grace of manner and cleverness of wit,
that he might find her even more agreeable.
CATHEDRAL CLOCK, THE"^ - Laurence J. Smith
Published by Expression Company, Boston.
Royalty: None
Characters: ^ M. 1 W.
Costumes: Dantzi^, Fifteenth Century
Dobson, Austin: Proverbs in Porcelain
Cathedral Clock, The: Expression Company, Boston
(54)
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Setting: Interior - Not difficiilt.
The play is based on a legend about a clock in
Dantzig. The artist who constructed the clock upon its
completion was attacked by jealous competitors and his
eyes burned out. Years later, on Christmas eve, he wand-
ers to the house of the man who held him on that fatal
night. The family live near the Cathedral in the tower
of which the fa^mous clock has been placed. The blind
man discovers that the one who gives him hospitality is
his old enemy, and while wife and husband are attending
services in the Cathedral, he seeks revenge by setting
fire to the house. By this deed his enemy's little boy
who was left by his parents asleep in his bed would per-
ish. The blind man is saved from his crime by his better
self.
The play is well constructed, and the introduc-
tion of music and the use of bells give the theatric effect
siigge stive of Christinas. It is not difficult to do, and
\andoubtedly would be well received.
CHRISTMAS CAROL, A"'" - Charles Dickens
Arranged by Frsmk Shay
Published by D. Appleton and Company
^ Shay, Frank: The Appleton Book of Christmas Plays:
D. Appleton and Company, New York.
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Royalty: Quoted upon application to publishers.
Characters: 26 M. 3 W. Others may be introduced.
Costumes: Early Victorian.
Setting: Two principle interiors with several back stage
sets for dream scenes; difficult.
This is a particularly effective arrangement of
Dickens* "Christmas Carol". It is arranged in six
scenes. By means of a gauze curtain and a good lighting
system, the dream scenes are enacted back stage while
Scrooge and the Ghost seated front stage watch what takes
place. Though the settings present difficulties too
great for the small high school, some schools having well
equipped stages with a little effort and ingenuity will be
able to manage them successfully. It is possible to set
the back stage scenes quite simply. It provides enter-
tainment for an entire evening. For schools daring to be
ambitious, it is highly recommended,
CHRIsrJAS EVE"^ - Seuman O'Brien
Published by Samuel French in One-Act Flays for Stage and
Study, ^th Series only .
Royalty: I5.
Characters: ^ M. 3 W.
Setting: Interior, not difficult.
^ Shay, Frank. The Appleton Book of Christmas Plays:
D, Appleton and Co., New York.
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An Irish Christmas play with a modern setting in
which a little child softens the heaxt of a hard landlord
who demands his pound of flesh. It is a quiet little
play dealing with an old theme in the usual romantic man-
ner. The absent one returns with more money than enough
to pay the rent, the landlord provides a Christmas dinner,
the mother and old grandfather need not part with their
most cherished possessions, and the spirit of Christmas
reigns. Though the action is slow, interest in the char-
acters will hold the attention of an unsophisticated aud-
ience. It plays about thirty minutes, and can be used
for an assembly or dramatic club program.
CHRI3TMA3 TALE, A''" - Maurice Bouchor
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: None
Chaxacters: 2 M. 2 W.
Costumes: Medieval
Setting: Interior. Not very difficult.
A poetic miracle play translated from the French
in which an artist is reformed by his statues, Saint Rose
and Saint Nicholas, who become animated, and exact a promise
from him to stop drinking ajid remain at home with his wife
and baby.
^ Shay, Frank. The Appleton Book of Christmas Flays:
D. Appleton and Co., New York.
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It is a very pretty play. The theme is char-
acteristic of the time in which the play is set.
Though not difficult, it must be well played. The in-
troduction of choir music adds to its effectiveness,
CROSS-STITCH HEART, THE"^ - Rachel Field
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: Apply to Publishers.
Characters: 2 M. 2 ff. 1 little girl.
Costumes: Copies from old Samples (1?30)
Setting: Conventionalized exterior
The unusual setting of this sampler play con-
tributes considerably to its charming effect. It is
essential therefore that the description of the setting
be well carried out. It is not so much that the set-
ting is difficult as that it is unusual and requires
artistic ability, ingenuity, and a small outlay of ex-
pense to make it. A high school having an art depart-
ment that will help with the designing T70uld succeed
with it very well.
The author has taken the prim, stiff figures
from an old sampler for characters, and by the introduc-
tion of a Man-of-the-World^^ young and gallant has
Published in volume only. Cross-Stitch Heart and
Other Flays.
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woven a pretty romance that will appeal to many aud-
iences. The use of the prim mottoes gives added in-
terest and the introduction of music heightens Its
effectiveness. It is necessary that three of the
characters must be able to sing as well as act.
Though it is a play that can be used for
many occasions, it is particularly good for St. Val-
entine's Day.
CURED-'- - Margaret Strickland Hurley
Published by Expression Company, Boston.
Royalty: None
Characters: 6 M. ^ W.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: Interior
"Cured" is a farce written by a member of the
dramatic writing class at Emerson College of Oratory.
The plot is concerned with an ingenious plan by which
an irascible father is cured of the hiccoughs. It is
easy to do and ainusing. High School people would en-
joy doing it and a typical high school audience would
enjoy seeing it.
^ Cathedral Clock, The: Expression Company, Boston.
^59)
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rrr:
DAY THAT LIICCOLN DIED, THE"^ - Prescott Warren and
Will Hutching.
Published by Walter H. Baker Company
Royalty: None
Characters: 5 M. 2 W.
Costumes: Civil 7?ar (IS65)
Setting: Easy interior
A play in which the true spirit of Lincoln is
embodied. Though somewhat didactic, it is none the less
interesting. Not difficult.
DIABOLIC CIRCLE, THE - Beulah Bomstead
Published by Y/alter H. Baker Company
Royalty: None for amateurs
Characters: 3 M. 1 W.
Setting: 1 interior, Colonial.
Costumes: ISth Century - Colonial Puritan
The Diabolic Circle is one of the better one-act
plays dealing with historical material. The interest is
centered on Cotton Mather's outwardly demure but inwardly
rebellious daughter, Betty, who wins the lover of her choice
and convinces her stern and righteous parent of the wisdom
of her choice. Gtood for assembly program or an evening's
program of one-act plays.
Patriotic Days. Flays for Our American Holidays series.
Robert Haven Schauffler and A. P. Sanford. Dodd, Mead &
Co.
Dakota Playmakers Plays: Walter H. Baker Co., Boston, Mass.
Goldstone, George A. One-Act Plays: Allyn & Bacon, Boston
(6P)
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DU3T OF THE ROAD^ - Kenneth Sawyer Goodman
Published by Longmans, Green & Co.
Royalty: |10 if adi'nission is charged; $5 if no admis-
sion is charged.
Characters: 3 M. 1 W.
Setting: Easy interior.
This is a Christmas morality play in modern set-
ting having for its theme the repentance of Judas. The
theme is developed through the medium of a story in which
a man and his wife are visited on Christmas eve by a tramp
who prevents them from stealing money entrusted to them.
Though the setting is simple, it is important, and requires
careful lighting. Its appeal depends fully as much on
theatric effect as on the theme. Good for assembly pro-
gram or dramatic club.
ENCHANTED CHRIST^xAS TREE, THE^ - Fercivale Wilde
Published by D. Appleton and Company.
Royalty: Quoted on application to publishers.
Characters: 3 li. 1 W. 10 children.
Setting : Any large city.
Josiah and Ella Benton are two very selfish people
who live only for themselves and to put up "No trespassing"
signs to keep the children off their land. Christmas eve
^ Goldstone, George A. One-act Plays: Allyn and Bacon,
Boston.
^ Shay, Frank: The Appleton Book of Christmas Plays;
D. Appleton & Company.
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through some accident, perhaps, but there is something
peculiar about the expressman, an enchanted Christmas
tree is delivered to them instead of some especially
large "No trespassing" signs meant to warn off carol
singers. The tree works magic. Unquestionably it is
responsible for a crowd of children getting into Ella's
living room. They take possession^ and proceed to try
Jo si ah and Ella. They are found guilty, but through
the intervention of Fredericka, their maid, the sent-
ence well, right there, magic and reality get mixed.
Of course, somebody has dreamed. The long and short
of it ifi, the "ITo trespassing" signs are cut into kind-
ling wood, and Ella and Josiah confess each to the oth-
er, that they have always liked children^ and that they
enjoy hearing the carols sung. Then the singers are
invited in, and everybody is happy as they should be
on Christmas eve.
.
This play which gives a novel presentation
of an old theme is made very effective by the intro-
duction of Christmas carols. Young and old will find
it entertaining.
EXILE - Arthur Doyle
Published by D. Apoleton & Co.
Royalty: (Quoted on application to publishers.
(63)
9r
Characters: 3 M. 1 »7.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: An easy interior.
A lonely old couple prepare for Cnristmas as
they have done for ten years in the hope that their boys
who have gone into the wide world will come home for
Christmas. For ten years, they have been disappointed,
and on this Christmas, the eleventh one, they are doomed
for another. An escaped convict comes instead. He is
taken in, fed, and given the contents of a Christmas box
from their eldest son. The convict hurries away much
wiser than when he came^and the old couple settle down
to wait for another Christmas, happy in the thought that
somebody's boy had come, and they had helped him.
The plav has a sentimental appeal and is rith-
in the ability of high school talent.
FAN AND T170 CANDLE 3TICK3, A" - ilary Llacilillan
D. Applet on and Company
Royalty: \t Pv^
Characters: 2 M. 1 W.
Costumes: l^th Cent\Jiry
Time: 3O minutes
Setting: Interior - l?th Century. Not difficult.
LlacLlillan, Llary: Short Flays: D. Appleton & Co.
(
pretty costiiiie play of the eighteent?x century
written in rhyming couplets. I'v^o men in love with the
same girl orovide dramatic conflict. The introduction of
the minuet with accompanying music t.dd to the romantic
charm of this little play eciually good for ascemhly or
dramatic cluh program.
FIPTEEITTH CAIIDLB, Tlffl - Bachel Lyman Field
Published "by Samuel French
Royalty : vlO vhen admission is charged; ^5 vjhen it is
not
.
Characters: E 11. 3 V/-.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: 3asy interior.
The sacrifice of youth, love, talent to the
cupidity of a parent is the theme of this play. Theme
makes a strong appeal. Characterization and dialect,
good. Not difficult.
FINGER 0? GOD, THE-"- - Percival Vilde
Ifi'alter H. Baker Company, Boston.
Royalty: -^S.
Characters: 2 II. 1 V7.
Costumes: Ilodern
Setting: Easy interior
(64)

Drama with effective supernatural element. A
broker is saved from theft by tiie appearance . on the night
of his departure^ of a v/oman who apparently is his stenog-
raToher, but in reality is the embodiment of his conscience
The situation is tense and provides an oppor-tuhity for
erood acting. -^.11 three parts s-re good.
^ Shay, ir'ranli. Fifty C)onten;:)oru.ry One -.ct j?lays:
D. Apoleton and Company.
(66)

01I3-AC? PLA.YS ?0H EIOrH SCI-OOL PROm'CTIOIT
PLC?. IS- SEOP, THE - V/inifred Eavkridge
PuTDlished by '/alter H. Baker Company
Royalty: vlO.
Characters: 3 nen, 2 v/omen
Setting: Elaborate, but v;ithin the possibilities of
high school stages. Can be played effectively with
drape rie s
.
V
Llande, a salesv/onan in 31o{\sl:y' s flov/er shop,
has original ideas about the"language of floT/ers" and
how they can ^^roduce harmony '.'/hen discordance e^rists.
VSlo^sky does not object so long as she succeeds in
bringing business, but V7hen she sends orchids to a lit-
tle ST^instor v/lione suitor has never reached the point
of marrying, inferring that they v;ere sent bj^ an ardent
admirer, Sloi^sky is not so sure of Maude* s business acu-
men. Ilaude proves her point. The suitor asks that
V
the v;edding day be set and Slo<\sky gets the order for
decor a ti ons
.
xhe play is alvm^^c well received. one-act
play that stands out from many.
70LL0'..^HS - Harold Brighouse
-ublished by Samuel French
Royalty: ^5.
(56)

Oharaoters: 1 nan, ?> v/omen
Costumes: English, 1859.
Setting: jJarly 19th Century p£.rlor.
In "?olloY;er s'* Brigrhouse has presented in a
one-ECPt play oharacters and situations similar to the
ladies of "Cranford'' and "'^Tiality Street". Delicate
and charming. G-ood characterisation particularly in
the character of Hiss Baines. G-ood high school material
GBTTYS3UHG - ?Grcy ITacIIay
-•'uhlished "by Samuel I-'rench in Yanliee fantasies
Royalty:
-J 10.
Included in The Atlantic Book of Hodern Plays, Edited "by
Sterling Andrus Leonard.
Characters: 1 11. 1 '.7.
Costumes: Modern rural.
Setting: Interior. Hot difficult.
Poetic drama in v;hich a Civil '/ar Veteran, stim
ulated "by the music of the Civil V;ar period played hy a
brass "band, lives ox'er the "battle of Cettysburg and the
days oreceding it. The part of the old soldier is dif-
ficult, -'ith pro:)er musical setting, play can l^e made
very effective.
GHOST STORY, TK3 - Booth Tarkington
Published by Samiiol French
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Characters: 5 II. 5 W.
( 67)

Costumes: Hodem
Setting: Interior
"The Ghost Story"
,
a close rival to "The
Trysting -laoe" is intriguing. George, v;ho is home
for the holidays, is desperate hecaiise he has not had
a chance to ask Anna to marry him on account of her being
so popular that he can never get her alone long enough.
The night he is to return to college, he hurries to her
home, finds her alone, hut spends so much time complain-
ing ahout his ill treatment that the crov.'d arrives he-
fore he has accomplished the aim of his call. Palling
to make them understand that they are not wanted, he in-
sists, for v;ant of a hetter plan, on telling a ghost
story, ho:)lng that they v;lll get so frightened that they
will go home. '.Then Anna gets hysterical during the
telling of the story, they decide to go, "but insist that
George r/ho is the cause of it all must go with them.
George manages to escape them somehow, and returns "by a
window, proooses, and has Anna in his arms v;hen the gang
reapo3ars to congratulate him.
It is amsing light comedy sure to appeal,
GEORGE v7AHIITGT0TI AT THS SBLAVJi.HS - Percy Maciraye
-uhllshed by Samuel French
Royalty: ^^10
Oharactors: 5 I!. 1 hoy, 1 £:irl
(68)

Oostumes: American Revolution
Se'^ting: Exterior
?his^ is an arrangement of an act from "Washing-
ton, The Han 'Hho Llade Us". It is arranged ?;ith a pro-
logue in two parts, and a third part vhich presents a
dramatic picture of that dramatic incident of the Revo-
lution - V/ashington' s crossing the Delaware. It gives a
vivid picture of the trials ''"ashington encountered, his
determined character, and his ahility to lead men. In-
teresting, and effective from a theatric point of view,
G30RGS V/ASHIirOTOIT'S VGDDIIIG-^ . - Y/illiam x.rcher
iPublished "by Henry Holt and Company
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Oharactors: 10 I.I. 5 V/. Extras.
Costumes: American cclonial (1759)
Setting: Interior
George Washington's V/odding is an arrangement
of a scene from "Llartha Washington". As the title sugge
it is a pretty and interesting presentc-t ion o-^ 'Vc. shington
marriage to Ilartha Custis . It has a southern atmosphere
Properly set, costumed, and acted, it can "be made en in-
teresting production.
Patriotic Days. Plays for Our American Holidays Ser-
ies. P-Tihert Haven Schsmffler and A. ?. Sanford.
Dodd, Head and Company.
( 69)
r
GOD WIIIZS - Ha'/nerine Stanbery Burgess
Published "b^ Longmans, Green and Company.
Royalty: vlO.
Characters: 2 2 W.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: 3asy interior.
V/illiam Govver, an irascible, hut honest old man,
lives in a small llassachusetts tov.'n. Hie chief -oleasure
is the care of his hsirlooms, the "prize of them all being
a china cup from v;hich George Washington is reputed to
have drunk his tea.
He believes absolutely in George «/ashington'
s
honesty and the example of the great man has been the
o'liiding in-]uenGe of his life. Unfortunately the old
man has a scheming daughter-in-law v;ho aims to buy her way
into select social circles by means of his treasures. Kow
she scr.emes to get the precious cu''"), hov; accidentally she
gets a cuo she and the old man think is the treasured one,
and how Jane out'.vits them all, and saves the real one is
highly ?^musing.
The Dlay is not difficult, and is one that high
school students vx: nlA. enjoy doing. It is a very good play
for assembly or ot'ner V/ashington 3irthd£;.y programs.
Schauffler, 7:obert Haven: Sanford, A. P. Plays
for Our ^:.merican Holidays.
(70)
(r
G?^imik PULLS ?KE STRIIIGS^ - Edith Barnard Delano
David CarlD
Published "by V/alter H. Balier Company
Hoyaltj'-: Apply i:o iMihlishors
Gharaoters: 1 I.I. 5 \i
,
Oostiunes: Ilodern
Setting: Interior
"Grandma ^iills the Strings'* is a type of play
that will apoeal to high school people. Between Grandma
v/ho is determined to have s.xiet'/iing to say ahout her
grand- daughter' 3 love affairs, cmd a most romantic young
sister, Julia Oummings receives a proposal of marriage
under inoct trying conditions. I'he young man is the one
she loves, and the one the family approves, hut Grandma
is under the impresr.ion that she has done considerable
engineering in "Aie affair. Certain it is that sh^ v;as
on duty, and no one doubted it, le^xst of all the lovers.
Good for a dramatic club -orogram.
G2EOTA GREEII*' - Corxstance D'x^rcy LacL'ay
-ublished by Samuel x'renoh
Koyelty: v5
.
Gjiaracters: 1 II. 2 W.
Costumes: 18th Century (1772)
Setting: Easy interior
\^hillip3 rnd Johnson: '^ypos of Ilodern Dramatic Compo-
sition: Ginn an?L Go.
LlaoZay , Constance D'Arcy: l^he Beau of Bath and Other
One -AG t Plays: Samuel French
(71)
1t
'^Gretna Green" is a romiintio Gomecly in verse
form dealine; vith. the stor^^ of Icichard Srinsley Sherid&n'
s
elopnent with the beaiitifxtl lliss Linlay.
A charminp little olay that taiies from fifteen
to tv;enty minutes to perform. Costumes and setting help
to make it more charming. Very frood for assembly pro-
grams^ or a program of short plays. Because of its lit-
erary quality it is good material for a reading.
HIGH HSAH?, ?HFi^ - Adelaide C. Howell
Not published separately
Royalty: i^.pply to Hiss Hovell, Chattanooga Public Library,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Characters: 7 I.I. 2 VJ.
Costumes: Ciril ^ar period.
Setting: southern Colonial Mansion. Hot difficult.
Play is bared on a dramtitic incident in the life
of Sam Davis, a Confederate scout, ^/ho v;as captured nes.r
Pulaski, '^enn. with valuable papers on him. The Unior\
General promised Davis' life and liberty if he v.'ould re-
vecl tne name of the traitor v^ho furnished him the infor-
mation. Davis refused and was hanged. good play
v;hich v/ill a-opeal to most audiences. V/ithin high school
ability, but must be well done.
^ Schanffer - Sanford. Plays for ^^ir .American riolidays.
Vol. III.
(72)
n
HOUSE 0? aiTOlIBS, THE - John Farrar
111) 1 i she d in "The Boolonan", i^ecember , 1922.
Hoyalty: Apply to author
Gharaoters: 1 hoy, 1 girl, several . extras
.
Oogtumes: liodern and fantastic.
Setting: Interior, very easy.
An amusing little comedy, fanciful in style, in
which certain house-hold properties undertake to demonstrate
to two children that only good hoys and girls are rewarded
with gifts at Ohristmap. time. TTiere is opportunity to in-
troduce carol music, and dancing. It is a good play for
high school groups to present in the interest of younger
children. Can he given hy an all girl oast.
JAZZ ATJD imiUBT-'- - Ruth aiorloff
Publishers: Longmans, 'xreen and Company.
Royalty: ri>10.
Characters: 4 M. 3 W. 3 "olay doiible parts so that a
oast of 5 is all that is required.
Costumes: English, 1775.
Setting: Ilodem tending to trie Colonial. ITot difficult.
y
comedy vith fantasy in vhioh the manners of the
present jazz age are contrasted with those of the minuet by
means of a dream which places the act&r back 150 years. A
1
Schauffler, liobert ii. and Sanford. Christmas and Other
Eig]ti.Iiays
. -lays for Cur American Holidays series.
Dodd, Mead, £: Company.
(73)

play with pooular appeal. Highly recomnended for high schools
JBPHTEAH'S DAUGHTER - Elma Ehrlioh Levinger
-'ublished "by Ssimiiel Prench
Royalty: ITone
Characters: 5 males, 5 females.
Gostiimes: Ancient Jev/ish
Setting: ITot difficult
This BilDlical drama v;hich is a dramatization of a
familiar story of the time of Bather is actLhle. It Qtn te
played "by an all girl cast. xhe size of cart can be increased
"by introducing dance and chorus groups.
JOINT 0?/M:RS III SPAIN - Alice Brovm
Published by v/alter H. Baker Company
iioyalty: $5.
Characters: 4 v.'omen
Setting: Interior, not difficult.
Hiss Dyer and Hiss Blair, partners in a room in an
old lady's home, secure privacy and harmony by chalk lining
a partition. Excellent characterization. Good for high
schools, and always well received by an audience. Playe
about 30 minutes.
ESLLY EID, THB"^ - Kathleen llorris and Dan otheroft
'ublished by the V/alter H, Baker Company
-ioyalty: Apply to publishers.
^ Phillips and Johnson: -ypes of Ilodern Dramatic Compo-
sition*. Ginn and Company.
(74)
I(
Characters: 3 !!. 4 'V.
Costumes: llodern
Setting: Interior, not difficult.
"The I-elly Hid" is an adaptation "bj^ Dan "T'other oh
of a story hy that name by ICathleen Norris. It tells how
two old Irish v;omen who have declared that Bohhie Kelly v;ill
come to a had end, and none too soon to pleare -them them,
right-ahont-face^ and help the young rascal evade the officers
of the law v/hen he has been traced to the Ilurphy home for
some misdemeanor.
It is light comedy, clever in lines and situations.
The tv/o old Irish v.'omen are h;.' no means "^he least interest-
ing characters^ ci-nd there is a surprise in the unfolding of
the plot that is quite unexpected. It is not difficult to
do, and is very amusing,
ZING'S ETiSLISH, THE-'- - Herbert Bates
Royalty quoted on application to author - 24 Burchell Avenue,
Ba^z Shore, Hev/ York.
Characters: 12 11. 1 V/.
Costumes: Pan ta?: tic
Setting: South Sea Island - Hot difficult.
The Zing's ^inglish is a phantasy of a decidedly
pedantic type, hut v/ith sufficient dramatic interest to make
it an entertaining play. Kov; an Irish gentlemen v;ho is sMp'
Groldstone, C^eorge A. One--t>.ct I'lays . Allyn and Bacon,
Boston
.
(75)

wrecked with his dauf^hter on a o^nniTDal island gains control over
the savage king through his rmstery of English, and chooses a
husband for his daughter hv giving the candidates for hand an
A.
examination in English, affords amusing entertainment. It
may also be a stimulating lesson in Ilnglish. It is a good
play for young people, and v.'ould be es'oecially effective on
asserably programs, or for Dramatic Club, or i^nglish class.
paiAVE 0? HEARTS ^ - Louise baunders
Published by Longmans, Green S. Go.
I^oyalty: vlO, if admission is charged; v5. there is no
admiscion
.
Characters: 14 1.1 . E V/.
Costumes: fanciful.
Setting: Interior, Tot difficult.
.-^ fanciful and delightful comedy developed out of
an old nursery rhyme ex-olaining v/hy the Ilnave of Hearts stole
some tarts. The acting is not difficult. The part of Lady
Violetta requires ability. Could easily be played by an all
girl cast. Through costuming, it oun be made especially at-
tractive to the eye.
LAST STRAV;, THB^^ - 3osv;orth Crocker
Published by Frank Shay, Ilev/ York.
-Royalty quoted u.:>on ap:>lication to author.
Sterling, Andrus Leonard. The Atlco-ntic Book of Modern
Plays. The Atlantic llonthly Press, Boston.
Ilayorga, Ilargaret G. Representative One-Act Plays - by
American authors. Little, Brovm t Co.
(76)

Characters: 4 LI. 1 V/.
Time : The Present
Setting: Interior. Hot difficult.
"The Last Straw" is tragedy, hut the psychology of
it is hetter suited to the understanding and treatment of a
high school group than that of nopt tragedies.
?rederick Bauer, a man of uhom it may he said his
hark is v/orse than his hite
,
accidentally in^'ures a stray cat.
He is accused of cruelly l:illint': the cat h;'~ a memher of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, ^7ho claims
that she sar/ him chase it and l:icli it. The false accusation,
the disgrace of heing arrested, and the taunts of children
prey so upon his mind that he is unable to do his v;ork. Ee
perceives that not even his v.'ife is cure that he didn't hick
the cat. That is the last strt^''. He seizes a gun, rushes
into another room, and puts an end to his agony hy shooting
himself.
It is a pluy v'.at can he done h;- seme high school
groups quite successfully. It needs to he v;ell done to pre-
vent its dG^nneratin- into lov; conofy ar v/o^^ld ho -oossihle in
the case of an u.-isynputhotic cact. - very good play for a
high school dramatic cluh.
".ITTLEST SEEPHEHD, TrS"^ - Florence l.yerson and Colin Clement
juhlished hy Samuel Trench, Hew York.
Shay, Prank: The Appleton Book of Plays: D. Appleton
and Co., I'ew York.
(77)

Royalty: ^p-ply to ou'blishers.
Characters: 2 . 9
Costumes: 'Bi'blioL.l
Sotting: Exterior. ^ field iDeyond the v/alls of Bethlehem.
"The Lit ".lest Shepherd" is an unusuL-lly pretty
Christmas pla^'- making David, the Children's Shepherd, the
principal character , It posseses T)oetic charm ^and the pro-
logue offers an excellent opportunity for good reader.
Though the setting is sim"ole, much depends on its
effectiveness, and the stage hung v;ith draperies would he
most adaptahle
.
The authors hare nrorided two endings hoth beauti-
ful, -he sl:ill of the actors, stage equipment, as v/ell as
type of audience will he considerations in deciding whether
to use the tahleau or the pantomime. '<ith an audience of
children the ^-^antomime nndouhtedly would he nore po mlar.
'''he story in hriof , tells how i^avic. is left in
care of the sheep while the other shepherds follow the star
to Bethlehem. little girl -"isits him and asks why he
weeps. Learning of hin disappointment she tempts him to
go along with her. ?aithful to his triist , he refuses, fjhe
departs. He -^alls asleep. The little girl, who proves to
he his guiding star, returns, throws dust in his eyes, and
(79)

reveals the soene of the natirity to him. Good for assemhly
or dramatic club programs.
^,n'T)OiyDSRRY AIR, THE^ - Rachel Field
Published b*^ Samuel French
Royalty: ^10 v/here admission is charged; v5j v.-here it is not.
Characters: 2 II. 2 V/.
Costumes: Early nineteenth century.
Setting: New England kitchen.
play in 'vhioh iv bound-oiit girl about to prolong her
bondage by marrying the son of her mistress is freed from
drudgery by the advent of a peddler, Plis Irish speech^ and
poetic tongue ure irresistable . It is a pretty, romantic
type of play possessing good character studies. Good for
dramatic Clubs. Plays about thirty five minutes.
LORD'S PRAYER, ?HE^ - Francois Goppee
Translated by M-ary ^^-Idis
Hoyalty: Apply to Ilrs. Arthur, Lake Forest, Illinois.
Che.racters: 4 11. 3 ii
,
Costume: 19th Century French
oetting: Interior
k serious play of the time of the French Commune
v/orking out a situation suggested by the lines, "Thy will
be done Forgive them their trespasses" from the Lord's
prayer. In brief, the story is as follov.'s: Mademoiselle
F-ield, Rachel. The Crosr^-St itch Heart and Other Plays.
Chas. ocribner's Sons, Ilew York, '"^ne -t^ct Flays for Stage
and Study, Third Series; Samuel French, Inc. Few York.
*^ i'obber, James Plaisted; .ebster, Kanson Hart: Cne t^ot
Flays; Houiihton Ilifflin Co. '
( 79
)
^1
Rose h-ndi her "brother are orphans. She devotes her life to
hira, the o-lDhe ilorel. During a sliimish of the lievolution he
is taken :irisoner and later shot. -he reni^inder of the play
is concerned with Hose's reaction to her brother's death.
Denying the Irindnesp of Ood, she is ready to commit mostly
any kind of deed in revenge v;hen a rebel soldier seoks safe-
ty in her house. ^^t first she has a mind to give him up,
hut the teachings of her religion triumph, and, giving the
refugee her brother's clothes for a disguise, she helps him
to escape.
It is a play that requires ability^ and the part of
Rose offers opportunity for good emotional acting. Though
the setting is in another period, the theme is universal, and
the play v;ould not be inappropriate for an -r'^iistice Day pro-
gram. The setting is not difficult.
LOVE i:i A ?RE!ICH iriTCTIEII^ - Colin Campbell Clements
Jo'nn Ilonk Saunders
Not published separately.
Royalt-: ,10.
Characters: 1 man, 2 v/omen.
Costumes: French peasant. lledieval.
Setting: I'rench kitchen. Hot difficult.
^ { 2lciiB Lctrd' 9 i.-'raver j -ebber, JarrVes :'laisted: Webs^ter, Sanson
Har\; Or^-AKt -^l^ys; HoV"lito^ niS^lir^.Go . \
^ Shay, Frank. One-Act Plays for Stare and Stud: . Tol . IV.
Samuel French.
(80)
I
jEr5--|uinot is &. hen-!)ecl:ed hn.s'b£.nd. To punish his
rebellious soirit, his v/ife forces }iin to ohalk dov/n his
duties which include ^./aitirig on her, the household duties,
and his ^vorl: o-'itside the house. Shen he conol^.ins of his
lot, she "saving's at him". Hissing liim she falls into a tuh
,
Her efforts to extricate herself cause her to sink deeper.
In this is Jaoquinot' s o^v^ortunitj''^ and not until she and his
mother- in- lav; make Siit isfactory promises respecting the dis-
tribution of labor, and ackov/ledge him master of the house
does he help her out of her predicament.
Good farce. Hot difficult.
!!A!T WHO IIARHIEU A DUIIB V/IFE , ?ES^ - -^natole Prance
Pub 1 i sh e d b r Sa-'.-^ue 1 5'r e nch
Hoj,'alt7: Apply to ^blishers
Characters: 14 II. 4 .
Costumes: French medieval
Setting: 1 combination interior, exterior throughout. Re-
quires a littlo in^qrenuity^but is not difficult.
xhis is really a one-act play in two scenes. It
is not difficult to do^ and is an amusing satire of the pro-
fes'^ions, *)art icilar ly the lav;. "Hotal, a judge, marries a
beautiful but dumb \^ife. .regretting her deficiency because
u. translation by Ourtis Hidden r;ith notes, stage p'^ot,
and rausio found in "Short Plays" edited lay Sdwin Van B.
Knickerbocker; Henry Holt and Company, Inc.
(81)

she does not induoe his siiitors to mCvke gifts as the v/ives
of other judges do, he engages a famous doctor to iTntie her
tongue. '«ith great poop and cerenony, the operation is
performed. !'0 sooner is it done than Botal regrets his
ra^^hness, for Catherine proves a greater chatterhox even
than those of her sex are reputed to be. In desperation,
Botal sends for the doctor again to restore her divmb state.
Since this is impossihle
,
he finally consents to an opera-'
tion on himself to make him deaf. This done, he smiles
happily, hut Catherine, finding her nev/ly acquired speech
useless, goes mad, and begins hiting her hushand. He like-
wise goes mad and bites, and the play ends in a mad scene of
"biting and dancing.
IIAITIZIIT ATTD I.IIITIiail - .-.Ifred Zreiinhorg
Published b;- Samuel French
iloyalty: ^10
Character: 1 man, 1 v/oman
.
Setting: Simple
Costumes: 18th Century. I'orcelain figures .
A play in porcelain v.'hich, if well dore, ::'leases the
fancy. -vjo porcelain figures that hare been together for
generations lore each other. llinikin . becomes jealous of the
maid v;ho, when dusting the mantle, has carelessly turned them
80 that they can't see each other, L quarrel ensues, but
when f-- aro returned to their original position, they make up,
and the maid is forgotten. Good to use on a program of other
plays
.
(88)

II^THA'S irOURI^IITG-' - Phoebe Hoffman
l^blished b;' ''/alter B£j:er Compe.n;?" . One jr^ct
.
Royalty: J5.
Characters: 3 W.
Setting: A >itchen. "^Mt difficult.
Ilartha' s .^lunt, a disagreeable old crasture, is on her
death bed. She is just as disagreeable in death as she has
been all her life, and intends to bro\; beat Ilartha to the end,
till she accidentally hears Llartha defending her eccentricities
to a snooTDing inquisitive neighbor. Tnen she spends her last
ounce of energy in fitting Ilartha out with nourning so that
she may "catch" a husband. 2he play is recomnended for its
two character oarts, and its grin huxior
.
LIIDNISKT FAIITilsY, A - Catherine Hunt.
Published b/ .-alter H. Balier Company
Royalty: Apply to oublishers
Characters: E \i
,
Costumes: 1750 and I'odern
3ettin.^". ^as:' interior
Tho outstanding pieces of :*'urniture in a not over-
furnished reception room are tv/o "oortraits. One shows a girl
of 1750 named Catherine Hov.'ell; the other, a modern girl, also
ITatherine Howell and the great granddaughter of the first.
Both step forth from their frames, and the ensuing scene shov;s
that the changes that have taken place since the eighteenth cen-
Ilayorga, Ilargaret G. J-^epresentative Plays by ximerican ^-ut?i-
ors. "^jittle. Brown, and Co.
(8o)
I
tiiry are not confined to fashions in dress and modern inventions
Tne little sketch has eighteenth century oharm and modern dash.
It is not difficult to prepare, --:.d is the sort of play that
can he used successfully on i.n assemhly program. Specially
reconnended for Valentine' s Day.
iriNUST, - JiOuis :?arker
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: vlO
Characters: E men, 1 'voman.
Oostumes: French Hevolution
Setting: ITot difficult.
A charming poetic play of tlie i'rench Revolution v;i th-
in the range of the best high school talent. It must be v^ell
done. ^ French nobleman estranged from his v.'ife is visited in
orison a few min^ites before the hour of his execution on the
guillotine by his wife. She is doomed to the s£me,fate.
touching reunion takes Dlace in v;hich the wife shov.'s a depth of
character not at first apoarent.
IIISS 3UyTWl(/AT GOURT-^ - llaude '.lorriscn Frank
Published by Henry Holt and Company.
Royalty: ApiDly to publishers.
Characters: 3 II. 3 Vrf
.
Costumes: i^nglish, 1791
Setting: Interior. Hot difficult.
^ Famous -lays about Famous -n-uthors; Henry Holt & oo. Hew York
'•Vebber , James ?. and ^'ebeter, Hanson H. Short Plays:
Houghton Llifflin Co.
(84)

A "pla,y with a literary "backgro-'ancL depicting an in-
cjident in the life of Fanny Burney. Eer sister, Sally, unhnow-
ingly interTJ-ie i/'s the king. In an impetuous buthurst she re-
veals to him thcit ?anny is tyrannized hy her Superior at Court.
j?he Hingis sympathy is aroused and Fanny is released from her
irksome task. good :lay for an assembly program or i^nglish
Club .
IIISTAZB A? TKi] 1IA.IT0R , .."^ - Maude liorrison Frank
Puolishied by Henry Kolt and Oo.
Hoyalty: xi.pply to author through publishers. None, if
adrais?ion is not charged.
Characters: 4 11. 2 vV,
Costumes: 18th Century
Setting: -asy interior
xhe play is based upon the v;ell Imov.n incident in
the life of Oliver Goldsmith about his mistaking the home of
Squire Featherstone for an inn. Ee is directed to the manor
by a v;ag v^ho is amused at his school boy swagger. When ushered
into the presence of the supposed landlord, he orders supper
and invites the family to share a bottle of wine v;ith him. Then
he retires giving orders about his breakfast. Eis impudence
is resented by the mistress of the house, und the servants, but
his host is a humorist, £.nd does not undeceive him. A servant,
however, cannot contain himself v;hen Coldsmith insinutxtes that
^ Frank, Ilaude liorrison; oriort _'lays .c-bout Famous .^ut?iors:
Henry Holt and Cq,
(85)

the servants are dishonest, tnd lets it he knov/n that the
house i3 not an inn. Poor Oliver's Ghaf-rin is pitiful to see,
but hie host rises to the occasion, and assures him thLt he
is forgiven.
!?ood plajr for assembly ',)rogrL.ms or for school
dramatic clubs.
MOD^RU Vlirilia, iJ- - l^red Sterling
Published by ^-"o->leton h Oo.
Hoyalty: ,uoted on >lication to imblisher s .
Characters: 19 M, llore may be introduced including v.'omen.
Setting: A section of the port forecastle of a ship,
^his play, vt/hich is called a sea miracle, is a strong
and unusual Christmas play. The setting presents a few problems
but a little effort and ingenuity with the aid of sug^^estions
for production accomoanying the "olay v;ill solve them. The in-
troduction of -nusic helps to create the Christmas atmosphere.
ihe action takes ^'»lace on board a vessel cruising
thraigh the .<est Indies. 1?he onief characters are "^lirmey and
The Hid. The Hid is 770iing' and unhardened by the sea, V7hile
Lin^ey is a hard old sailor, v.hose causticity furnishes con-
trast to The Hid' s sentimentaliam . v/hen a cry for help comes
from ii Avrecked ""essel. The Hid ?,^id Lincey are first to volunteer.
Their vigorous fight with the sea in their effort to save all
hands on board the wrecked shio orovos that they have courage
a^c", love of the sea in common.
^ Shay, Prank; The xi.poleton Book of Christmas Plays; L.
Appleton i^nd Co., Ilev; York.
(85)

In short, thoy iinderstt^nd each othe^r
.
During the rescue, there is Gonsic'.eri-hle excite-
ment and the sceiio is eii'i'ective from l. dran£.t;ic und thet^tric
point of view. ^he enrl of the pl&y is its weakest part, hut,
as the notes suggest, placing the conrnittee nan in clerical
garlD helps explain his speech. It is an excellent play for
a scr.ool entertainment.
LIONESY'S PAW, :JE^ - . Jacohs
Dramatised h; -iouis II. ^'arlier
?uhlished "b7 Samuel Trench
Royalty: ^10.
Characters: 4 II. 1
Oostumea: Uodern
letting: 1 interior. Hot difficult.
tragedy, hut posrihle of high school performance.
In lesf^ than tv;enty-four hours the happiness of one of the
most enviahle of ft^-nilios is turned into tii-gedy turcugh the
granting of three wishes hy the Ilonkey' s "'av . ^'he su :>er-
natural el -^TT^.r.t nal:^: s the ^I:.:" t' .r i iliri;- , '''^ut it is inter-
esting also for i':s portr<^;,al o_' h;xic*n nc,ture . J-oct. for
either a puhlic oerformance or a high school dramatic cluh.
ITY LADY'S US/^ - -:^.v;&rd Ilnohlocl:
Puhlisjried hy Samuel french
Hoyalty: ylO
Characters: 2 men, 2 v/omen
(87)
I
(fos^xmas: I'ntGh, 1560
Setting: -ixterior. £>onev;hat difficult.
•o-n eoisodG from I'r . ITnoblock' s longer play "Ily
Lad;/-' s -^res?". Ohciracter ii:ation is good. i.cting is not
difficult. ^no little I^itch girl's evasion of an unwelcome
suitor favored "b:,' her father furnishes good comedy, and v;ins
tliG symoathy of the audience. V/holesome and suitahle for
J
high schools.
NBIGHBOES, THE - l^ona Gale
ruhlished by '<t.lter K. Baker Go.
Royalty: Ap ^ly to 'publishers
Oharacters: 2 men, 5 women.
Setting: Simple interior
ik play having unusually fine characterisation. The
humor and -oathos in life is net forth in the chart-cters of
the neighbors of Hiss Jarry V;ho, in trying to hel;^ her, for-
get their own troubles and selfishness. './holesome and £,r.ms-
ing.
ON TEE LOT - Florence Hyerson and Colin Campbell
Published by Samel French (not separately)
Royalty: s?5.
Characters: 2 LI, 1 w'
.
Setting: Interior, easy
A boy and a girl on a movie lot rehearse a love
scene 'vhich proves to them that play acting may sometimes be
the real thing. Light, pleasant, clever, original, ^.nd
modern. Hot difficiilt
,
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2LkY 0? SAIIT? GaOHGB, '2m - RolDert S. Loonis
Published "b:/ ijamael French
Royalty: i.iodernii^ed version 'fi . Thomas Hardy version,
free
.
Characters: 9 II. 3 W.
Setting-: Interior, not difficult.
There are tno versions of this play hared on an
episode in "T'he Return of the llative" . It is a specimen
of the old English Hummer's -^"lay. It is romantic, amusing,
and not difficult to act. I'he fact that it is oerformed
with music will make ±z more interesting for some groups.
PEILOSCPHS?. OP 3U77SR3IGaB!!S, Tlffi^ - Harold Chapin
Published by Samuel Prenoh
Royalty: ^.^lO.
Characters: 3 11. 1
Setting: Ilitchen - living room. Hot difficult.
is. delightful c onedy v/ ith strong characterization.
The scen^ is laid in a northern England tovm. David, a
grandfather, wislies to tell a ned-time story to }.is little
grandson. Lizzie, Tiis daufrhter, disap'^roves of the habit,
and forbids the story, though it seems that it has been done
enough times previously to be considered a custom by grand-
father and grandson. Great is the disappointment of the
oldest and youngest characters. But David is a ohilosO'^her
'"sterling, Andrus Leonard. The r-tlantic Book of Modern
Plays. The Atlantic Honthly Press.
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and lirings his daughter to terms, if not to reason, and
the "olay ends with Alexander seated on David' s knee wrap-
ped in a hlanket ready for the nightly stor^/. ^ dif-
fioiilt play heQause of the dialect and lacl: of action.
It needs to "be well looted. It might ha done "by some
high school groups. Ver^/ good material, for class and
club reading and discussion.
POOR HOUSS, TIiE''" - Lonise Driscoll
Included in I.Iore One-Act Plays "by Ilodern Authors edited
"by Helen Louise Cohen.
Puhlished h; Harcourt, Brace I Oo.
Royalty: .Quoted on application to author.
Characters: 2 men, 2 women.
Costumes: ITo'lern
Setting: A cottage kitchen, simole.
Hiss Hatty Mason, an elderly s;!Dinster, has never
heen ahle to ^^rotect herself from the selfishness of her
family. 5'acing poverty and the poor house ^vhen a mortgage
on her cottage matures eight months later, she discloses
to seme "v^'ell intG:otioned" neighbors that she has managed
to save a few hundred dollars to "buy her a place in the
Old Ladies Home. In the moment of her tri^im^.^h, her good-
for-notrdng nephev; rushes in or' ing that unless he can pay
damages for wrecking another man's autoraohile, he must go
^ Cohen, Helen Louise. Ilore Cne-r-ot /lays By I'odern
x».uthor3. Harcourt, Brace and Company.
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to ^ail. He learns that Hiss Hattie has the araount of
money he needs, and with no other thought than his ovm
.
Si-i'ety, demands that she give it to him, and she, lmov;ing
v/ell that the poor house is inevitahle, gi"ves it.
rhe theme is serious hut not de"oressine: . Pro-
vides opportunity for good oharttcter portrayal. Both
theme^and characters are v;ithin the ahility of high school
students
.
PRINCE Oil GOUHT PAIITTZHS, THE - Constance D'Arch llacEay
-Puhlished hy Samuel J^rench
Royalty: ^5
Characters: 1 LI. 1 Y/. 1 child.
Time: 1799
Costumes: 18th Century
Setting: Bas" interior
Constance D'iwroy IlacITay has chosen an incident in
the life of Piomney for the material of this romantic play
in verse. Romney, v;ho left his v;ife and their humhle life
in order to hecome a court painter, returns after many years
of varying success, and failure to the cottage of his wife.
Not knowing that it is his wife to v/hom he is talking, ?ie
reveals to her hov; fickle is the favor of the rich and
ar ist oGTcit ic ciiu. iio\^ through it all he c:.erishea the memory
of the one he so cruelly left behind years hefore. IWy,
whose love has never diminshed, remembers only that he has
returned and needs comforting.
(91)

Lilie other ..^lays of liVell loiovm characters of
history and literature written "by Constance D'^roy Ilao
ICay, thel^e is romance and charm. -b;' the use of music
of a verv single nature, she has added to the senti-
mental appeal the play possesses.
Very good for assenhly, literar;-, or art olvJo
programs
.
PYRAI.IUS AITD fHISBE^ - William Shakespeare
Puhlished "by Henry Holt and Comr)any
Hoyalt^T None
Characters: 9 II. 1 V/.
Costumes: ancient Oreek and fantastic
Setting: 2 interiors; 1 exterior. Hot difficult.
l^yramus and -hishe is an arrangement of the
scenes v;ith the mechanicals from Midsummer Night's Dream.
It includes the assignment of uarts, rehearsal, rnd the
presentation of the play "Pyramus ^..nd l^hishe" which tfeey
prepared for the Duke of ixthens. It is not difficult
to do and is good f'j.n.
ITnickerhocker , Edwin VanB . Short Plays. Henry
Holt and Company.
(92)
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\REHEARSAL, THE"^ - Christopher llorley
Fu'blished by Little Brown & Co.
Royalty: Apply to Publishers
Characters: 6 women
Costumes: Modern
Setting: Easy interior
Six school girls gather in a class room to re-
hearse a play sponsored by their English teacher. It
is to be presented on an occasion when parents and broth-
ers and sisters are present. The lack of organization,
and concentration on the part of the girls, their self-
consciousness, and their school girl remarks afford con-
siderable amusement. If the play is not well done,
however, it will be as ineffective as the one rehearsed
by the girls. Good for a dramatic club program or on
a program of one-act plays.
ROSE ^H'TDOIS-'- - Sta^k Young
For Acting Rights apply to Theatre Arts Monthly,
119 West 57th Street, New York City.
Characters: 2m. 2 W.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: Easy interior. 1 exterior.
^ Shay, Frank. Treasury of Plays for Women; Little
Brovm & Co.
^ Isaacs, Edith J. R. Plays of American Life and
Fantasy; Coward, McCann, Inc.
(93)

Drania in one act, five scenes. A kindly old
judge finds it necessary to straighten out a quarrel
"between three young people which may have disastrous
results. Each is allowed to tell his own story. By
means of "flashbacks" the audience gets the point of
view of all three people. Telling the stories does
not convince anyone of the rightness of the others*
point of view, but it takes up so much time that one
character is able to make a retreat under cover of an
engagement. The Judge urges her to be punctual.
With one member of the triangle out of the way, the
judge is able to effect a reconciliation between the
other two. A play full of human interest, character-
ization, aJid novelty. Setting is not especially
difficult, but considerable depends on the smoothness
with which the transitions from study to street scenes
are made.
3AM AVERAGE"'- - Percy MacKaye
Published by Samuel French
In "Yankee Fantasies"
Royalty: $10
Characters: 3 U. 1 W.
Costumes: 131^
^ Mayorga, Margaret G. One-Act Plays by American
Authors. Little, Brown and Co.
I1
Setting and Lighting: Not difficult except for small
high schools with little equipment sind less money.
Time: Thanksgiving.
A picturesque play in which two war weary
soldiers make plans to desert. Their departure is
delayed by the appearance of a tall mysterious fig-
ure died Sam Average. Andrew, tortured by the
thought of the sufferings of his wife and baby on
one hand and the stigma attached to a deserter on
the other, finds it difficiilt to carry out the plan.
After a conversation with Sam Average, he determines
to be loyal to his country. Nell, his wife, who
came to camp to help him and her brother to escape
understands and departs with Sam Average who is
none other than Uncle Sam. The play ends with an
effective patriotic scene.
A very good serious play for high schools.
Needs to be well done^and is well worth the time
required for rehearsing. A good play for Thanks-
giving.
SECRETS OF THE HEART, THE"^ - Austin Dobson
Not published separately
Characters: 2 girls
^ Dobscin, Austin: Prot,erbs in Porcelain;
Dobson, Austin; Secrets of the Heart,
The Llagazine World, November, 193O
(95)
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Costiimes: Eighteenth Century
Setting: A chalet covered with honeysuckle.
Two girls reared in a convent have been told
by the nuns that men are "Sjiconstant ever". The
sisters may be right, but they can't help wondering
if it is really true, and each has a hero whose com-
ing they wait for wi^th longing and sadness. The
play is a very fine brief bit of Dresden China dainti-
ness which, when performed with the proper delicacy,
will help to make an evening's program of short plays
delightful,
SEVEN GIFTS, THE - Stuart Walker
Published by D. Appleton and Co,
Royalty: $5) when admission is charged; only per-
mission of author necessary if no admission is charged.
Costumes: No particular period, but must be color-
ful, and suited to characters. Details accompany
pantomime.
Setting: Very simple
For a Christmas novelty "The Seven Gifts"
offers excellent opportunity. Everything depends
on acting, costuming, setting, and music as no words
are spoken. Seven gifts are presented to a queen,
each gift in a way reflecting something in the per-
(96)

sonality of the donor. At last a dear child enters
with a battered doll which she presents to the queen.
Touched, the queen invites her to take what she de-
sires most among the gifts presented to her. The
child is unable to decide until left alone, she sees
the star at the top of a Christmas tree. She asks
the doll to help her in her decision. The doll
refuses everything till she, too, is shown the star
and at this She nods yes. So the dear child and
tattered doll seated on the queen's throne look at
the star signifying the greatest gift to the world
until the curtain falls and shuts them from view.
A pantomime is not difficult to do, but
to hold the attention of an audience, it must be
well done, well costumed, and timed. Though the
cast calls for men and women, it can be done by
high school pupils.
SHOES THAT DANCED, THE - Anna H. Branch
Published by Hempstead House, New London, Conn,
Royalty: ^10.
Characters: 3 inen, k women
Costumes: Eighteenth century, Watteau
Setting: An artist's studio
(97)
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Though diffic\ilt for high schools^ it is
well worth eztra effort. It is the story of a
Columbine of the French comedy and the artist, Wat-
teau. Watteau loves Columbine who uses him to ad-
vance the fortunes of her favorite, Lancret, a pu-
pil of V/atteau. For her, Watteau sacrifices his
own interests.
Romantic, poetic comedy. Columbine
must be a dancer. Watteau' s pictures are the
best authority for costumes.
SPREADING THE NE77S - Lady Gregory
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: $5.
Characters: 7 men, 3 women.
Costumes: Irish
Setting: A street
An Irish play with amusing situations, and
characters. The plot is well woven and intriguing
showing what may result from gossip as it is related
by first one, then another. Acting not difficult.
Sure to amuse.
TOY SHOP, THE - Percival Wilde
Published by Samuel French
Royalty quoted on application to French
(9S)

Characters: 3 men, 1 woman, 9 or more children
Setting: Easy interior
A Christmas fantasy in which a little boy
and a little girl get locked in a toy shop, the toys
come to life, and an estranged husband smd wife are
reunited. Amusing; pretty; a little sentimental,
but not unpleasantly so.
TRY3TING PLACE, THE^ - Booth Tarkington
Published by Samuel French
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Characters: 3 M. 3 W»
Costumes: Modern
Setting: Interior
Mrs. Briggs, son and daughter, are staying
at a country hotel. While there ^ her son, who is
under twenty, causes her and his sister considerable
annoyance by his attentions to a young woman who is
his senior by several years, and whom he has told his
family is a widow. He succeeds in meeting the
young woman in a room off the lounge which later
proves to be a favorite meeting place for lovers.
The daughter, too, is expecting to meet a suitor
there, and there ; Mrs. Briggs has arranged to meet an
old sweetheart. The young woman in question is
^ Cohen, Helen Louise: Junior Play Book.
Harcourt, Brace i Co., Inc.
(99)
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there for the sole p\irpose of keeping an engag-ement
with her husband. The situation is amusing, and
the complications exciting, Gtood, clean farce.
Easy to produce.
TW) SLATTEMS AND A KING - Edna St. Vincent Millay
Published by Walter H. Baker Company
Royalty: $10
Characters: 2 men, 2 women
Setting: Conventionalized background of any kind.
Morality interlude, humorous, and having
considerable literary merit. When well costumed
and played^ very amusing. The theme shows how many
an important issue and decision depend on chance.
ULYSSES-^ - Stephen Phillips
Published by the Macraillan Company.
Royalty: Address Mrs. Stephen Phillips in care of
the Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York.
.
Characters: S M. 6 W. with additional hand-
maidens ajid attendants.
Costumes: Greek
Setting: 1 exterior, 1 interior
This is aji arrangement of the third act of
the long play by this name by Stephen Phillips. It
^ Kinckerbocker , Edwin Van B. Short Plays;
Henry Holt and Company.
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is a dramatic presentation in iDlanli verse of the well Imown
story of Ulysses' return to the faithful and loving Penel-
ope. It is espeoially arranged for class-roon study and
production, "but can "be used effectively for a -puhlic per-
formance. i?he v/hole play is good for high school pro-
duction, and v;as done very successfully "by the Bvander
Childs High School, New York City.
HOST, THS^ - Percival V/ilde
Walter K. Baker Company
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Characters: 3 II.
Costumes: iyi8 American Ililitary and Civil
Setting: Interior - not difficult.
"The Unseen Host" is a play of the s-'jpernatural
set in an improvised American hospital in Prance. A
young soldier fatally wounded tells of seeing angels, and
talks of rejoining his regiment. A surgeon relates his
story to a visitor who is skeptical. V/hile they are
talking, a "bugle is heard faintly, follov;ed hy the s •mnd
of marching feet which grows louder as they approach, then
dies away. An orderly rushes in to announce that the
wounded soldier about whom they were talking was in the
V/ilde, x'ercival; The Unseen Host and Other V/ar
ir'lays; Little, -iirown Co., Boston.
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front raniis. The surgeon goes into the v/&.rd to return
immediately announcing that the soldier is dead, and
has joined the Unseen Host.
It is a very interesting play having some
very good theatric effects. It vjould undoubtedly
hold the attention of mostly any audience and a high
school that v;ill undertake the serious and unusual
will find it good material for an Armistice Day pro-
gram.
VOICES^ - Hortense Flex^^er
Not published separately.
Royalty: *>-Pply to Hiss Hortense Plemer, y84 South
Second Street, Louisville, xZentucliy.
Characters: 2 V/,
Costumes: French peasant, 1914-1918.
Setting: i:i::terior.
^'oetic drama. .Difficult, but worthwhile.
Yvonne, a French peasant, loaeels on the steps of a
church in Domremy. She invokes the spirit of Jeanne
D'Arc to lead France to victory in the V/orld './ar. "The
Other Girl" appears and scorns v;hat Yvonne considers
the glory of Jeanne. She says that the v.'omen of
llayorga, Margaret G. Representative One-Act Plays.
Little, Brown and Company.
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France and of the world must lead the march to riotory
not as Jeanne did T/ith the sv/ord, but h^' persuading men
to leave the trenches, dethrone kings, and teach men to
hate war .
Good for Armistice Day.
WASHINCrTOK AND BETSY HOSS^ - Percy llcllaye
Puhlished by Samuel ?rench
Royalty:
-tflO.
Characters: 3 M. 2 W.
Costumes: American Revolution and British military.
Setting: Interior. Not difficult.
A delightful episode in tv/o scenes tal:en from
LIr . IlcIIaye's longer play "Washington, The llan V/ho Ilade
Us" depicting a phase of life in Philadelphia during
the winter of 1778. It includes the incident of the
mailing of the first American flag b;' Betsy Ross. Needs
to be well acted, but is not too difficult for high
school production.
TOLSH HOITSYIIOON^ - Jeanne tte Llarks
Not published separately.
^ Schauffler, Robert H. and Sanford, a. P. Patriotic
Days. -lays for Cur American Holidays Series.
Dodd, Head and Company.
^ Cohen, Helen Louise. One-Act i:'lays by ^-iodern
Authors. Hare our t, Brace, Company.
(103)
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Royalty: Apply to author, South Hadley, ilass.
Characters: 3 M. 2 W.
Costumes: Welsh peasant.
Setting: A ViTelsh kitchen; simple.
Vavasour and Catherine Jones, through the way-
wardness of the first, and the nagging of the second,
have come to hate each other. On All hallows' Eve,
each prays for the death of the other. According to
superstition the prayer should be answered in a year.
Each, influenced by a guilty conscience, mends his ways,
and the year of waiting is a happy one and the end of
the year is dreaded and feared. On Allhallows' Eve,
Vavasour, in a panic of fear and remorse, prays for
his wife's safety, while she goes to a party. But it
takes more than a party to calm her agitated mind, and
she goes home before twelve o'clock in order to be
with her husband when he dies. When the clOQk strikes
twelve, and nothing happens, their joy knows no bounds.
Catherine confesses her sin and seeks forgiveness.
Vavasour forgives her with reservations, and divulges
no secrets of his own.
A good play requiring good acting. Possible
of production by some high schools. The Welsh setting
and costumes give it added interest and unusualness.
(10^)
II
WHEN THE HORNS BLOW-^ - Ethel Van Der Veer
Published by Longmans, Green and Co.
Royalty: |10
Characters: 1 M. 6 W. Possible for an all girl
cast
.
Costumes: Modern
Setting: Artist studio
Julian Brooks, a young artist, is just begin-
ning to arrive. Mary Leigh, a little fashion artist
who has a studio across the hall from his, is more than
interested in his success. He appreciates her at-
tention to his comforts, but takes her as a matter of
fact. It takes a dream to show him what life would
be with other women he admires. He lians to celebrate
New Year's Eve with one of them. Mary is unable to
conceal her disappointment when he tells her his plans
for she has prepared a quiet little supper for just
themselves. Instead of sulking, however, she induces
him to take a little rest before going out. IVhile
asleep he has a nightmare, in fact several of them,
in which Kay, who lives on parties; Jane, the home
girl; Lola, the opera singer; Maude, the model, and so-
Schauffler, Robert Haven and Sanford, A. P.
Plays for American Holidays; Dodd, Mead and
Company.
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ciety women appear at a disadvantage. He awakes calling
for Mary. So strong is the impression of the dream,
he has no desire to join the mad New Year throng. It
is with Mary that he sees the old year out, and it is
she whom he asks to be hia companion on all such future
occasions.
The play is light, amusing, harmless, and
easy to do.
WILL07/ PLATE, THE"^ - Florence Ryerson
Published by 3a;nuel French
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Characters: ^ U. ^ W.
Costumes: Ancient Chinese
Setting:^ Fantastic but not difficult
The Willow Plate is a play with Chinese char-
acters and setting to be performed in the Chinese manner.
It is based on the legend of the Willow Plate in which
Mung Chu-Po, a Chinese prince, and beautiful Cheng Loy
Fah who have been promised in marriage, are changed into
painted patterns on a willow plate because of an offence
to the lesser Grods. They are guarded by a dragon.
Once a year they (the painted patterns) have their hour^
Sanford, A. P. Plays for Graduation. Dodd, Llead
and Co.
p Hughes, Grlenn. History of the Theatre.
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and in the course of time fall in love, but do not sus-
pect their former human existence. They are freed from
their bondage by the spirits of their ancestors. Hung
Chu-Po kills the wicked dragon, and the Chinese prince
and his sweetheart are united in marriage according to
Chinese rites.
The play, which is fantastic, is not diffi-
c^JLlt to act or set. The stage with draperies is most
suitable. Showing as it does the tradition of the
Chinese theatre and drama, the play has educational val-
ue. Good for assembly or dramatic club.
WONDER HAT, THE"^ - Ben Hecht and Kenneth 3av.7-er C5ood-
man.
Not published separately
Royalty: $10
Characters: 3 LI. 2 W.
Costumes: Pierrot and fantastic
Setting: Formal park
Fantasy - The love affairs of Harlequin and
Columbine get more than usually tangled up through the
shrewd business of Punchinello who sells the Wonder Hat
and magic shoes to the lovers. a delightful and unus-
ual flavor is furnished the comedy in the character of
Hargot. A play easily staged^ and within the reach of
1 llayorga, Margaret G. Representative One-Act Plays
by American Authors. Little, Brown 3c. Co.
(107)
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high school talent.
WORKHOUSE WARD, TH£ - Lady Gregory
PulDlished by Sajnuel French
Royalty: $5
Characters: 2 men, 1 woman
Costumes: Irish peasant
Setting: A ward in a workhouse.
Another of Lady Gregory's highly amusing com-
edies in which she pictures the Irish peasant. The
constant quarreling of two bed-ridden old men in a work-
house over things of slight importance, and their un-
willingness to part from each other when the sister of
one comes to take him away furnishes good amusement.
Good dialogue, good characterization, very amusing for
some audiences. Not difficult to act.
THE CHIVIES RANG
Story by Elizabeth LIcFadden
Dramatization by Raymond MacDonald
Published by Walter H. Baker Company
Royalty: $10
Costumes: Medieval; directions given in the play
Setting: Simple but difficult. Can be played easily
and effectively with draperies.
A good Christmas play with good theatric ef-
fects as well as a theme that appeals to young and old.
(log)
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The ohimes in the cathedral of a northern village v/ill
never ring till someone makes a perfect gift. A lit-
tle boy' s pennies find grace when the gifts of the
rich, holy, and regal receive no response. A charming
Dlay "but needs careful or eduction.
X ^ C: A HIGH? OP THE THOJAIJ '7AR"'" - John Drinlcv/ater
Published "by Hoiighton ilifflin Company
Published by Sidgv/ick and Jackson, Lt . London
Royalty: Apply to publishers
Characters: 5 li.
Costumes: Greek and Trojan Soldiers
Setting: E exteriors. Not difficult.
In this play in four scenes, and v/ith a Grec-
ian setting, the author shov/s hov/ men fight and kill
each other in a war long after the cause of the begin-
ning of hostilities is forgotten merely to satisfy the
hatred, vanity, or indifference of those v/ho rule.
Their only hope is death which they meet bravely for
the motherland though they dream of peace, and yearn
for the joys of youth.
V/ritten in verse, the theme is developed
with a beauty of form characteristic of Greek litera-
ture. The third scene is largely pantomime, and the
V/ebber and V/ebster; One-Act Plays; Houghton,
IJifflin Company.
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last scene is a tableau. u^he pantonine adds much to
the inpressiveness of the play.
The setting is not difficult. It is a play-
that high school people could present with considerahle
credit to themselves, and it is one that vo uld "be v.'ell
received, if v;ell done.
( 110)

PLi.YS ?0H SPECIAL DAYS
Long Plays
Seven Heys to l^aldpate
Tuq Call of the Banshee
Three Lire Ghosts
Short Plays
The Ghost Story
The Ilonlzey* s Pavj
Welsh iione;jnnoon
thaitzsgivihg
Long Plays
The Hone-Mailers
The liose of Plymouth Tov7n
Short Plays
The Diabolical Circle
The Ileighhors
Sam Average
OHRISTIIAS
Long Plays
The Cinderella Ilan
The Goose Hangs High
Short Plays
Bethlehem
Bust of the Hoad
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Exile
The Boy on the I'eadov/
The Cathedral Clocl:
A Christmas Carol
Christmas ^ve
A Christmas Tale
The Bnohanted Christmas Tree
The House of Gnomes
The Littlest Shepherd
A Modern Viking
The Seven Gifts
The Toy Shop
V/hy the Chimes Hang
NEY/ YSAR
Short Plays
V/hen the Korns Blow
XIITCOLirs Bir.THDAY
Long Plars
Barhara Freitchie, the Fred-
erick Girl
Short Plays
The Day That Lincoln Died
w Solemn Pride
VfASHIITGTOIT' S BIRTHDAY
Long Plays
Llartha V/ashington
Y/ashington, The llan V/ho Llade Us
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Short Plays
Groorge V/asliington at the Delav/are
George V/ashington' s Wedding
God V/inks
V/ashington and Betsy Ross
ST. VALE:i::iiri: dly
Lon£ Plays
Prunella
Short Plays
A ?an and T\io Candlesticks
All on a Sunrier' s Day
The Gross-stitch Heart
Gretna Green
Jazz and i.linuet
The Ilnave of Hearts
Londonerry Air
Llanilzin and llinikin
A llidnight Fantasy
On the Lot
Secrets of the Heart
The Shoes that Danced
The Trysting Place
The V/onder Hat
IIAY DAY
Lon^ Plays
Llidsiiianer Night* s Dream
(113)
1c:
The Piper
Twig of Thorn
Short Plars
The Londonderry ilir
The Vvonder Hat
IMIOHIAL DAY
Lon^ Plays
Barhara Prietchie, the
eriGl: Girl
Short Plays
The Boy in Blue
Gettysburg
The High Heart
ARIIISTICE DAY
Long Plays
Clarence
Sim-Up
Three Live Ghosts
Short Plays
The Lord' s Prayer
The Unseen Eett
Voices
(114)

A Ft:'.'/ CLASSICS
ENGLISH
Lonp; Plays
As ^ou Like It
Fan, The (Translated from the Italian)
Little Women
MidsummbX Night's Dream, A
Piper , The
Primella
Quality Street
Rivals, The
School for Scandal, The
She Stoops to Conquer
Taming of the Shrew
Trelav/ney of the V/ells
?/ashington. The Ilan '^ho llade Us
You Never Can Tell
One-Act
Bethlehem (2 scenes)
Last Strav,/, The
Neighbors, The
-'yramus and Thisbe
Tv;o Slatterns and a Eing
Ulysses
Z-0: ^ Night of the Trojan w'ar
(115)
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FKSIIOH
Lonp Plays
Doctor In Spite of Himself, xhe
Romancers, The
One---ct
Affected "^oung Ladies, The
Lord's Prayer, The
Uan ^'iiho Harried a Dumb V/ife, The
Long Plays
Alice stis. The
Antigone
Prometheus Bound
Short Plays
Ulysses
X = 0: llight of the Trojan V,ar
(About ancient Greece, but not an
ancient G-reeli play)
Plays of Classic Costume Often Suited to Girls
School. J-'rama League, The. 5y 3ast Van
Buren Street, Chicago. includes other plays
than those listed.
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PLAYS 0MS5^.I?IED BY TYPES
The object of this cla.ssif ication is for the
convenienoe of those seelzing certain t^pes of plc.ys for "
special purposes.
LONG Plt/iYS
Gone dies
Admirable Grichton
As You Like It
Beau Brumnell
Belinda
Call of the 3£.nshee , The
Charm School, The
Cinderella llan. The
Clarence
Daddy Long-Legs
Dulcy
Doctor in Spite of Himself, The
?an , The
Goose Hangs High, The
Green Stockings
Ivory Door, The
Little V/omen
I-idsummer Ilight's Dream, A
LIrs. Bunpstead-Leigh
Pomander V/alls:
Quality Street
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Queen's Husband, The
Rivals , The
Romancers, The
Romantic Age, The
Rose of ?l37mouth Town, The
Seventeen
School for Scandal, The
Seven Keys to Baldpate
She Stoops To Conquer
Show-Off, The
Smilin* Through
Swan , The
Taming of the Shrew
Tailor-made Ilan
Three Live Ghosts
Trelav/ney of the V/ells
You Never Can Tell
Youngest, The
Dramas
Barbara Prietchie, The Frederick Girl
Bellman of Hons, The
^1 Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall
Franklin
Fridnd Hannah
Home-makers, The
(118)

Little Lord Pauntleroy
l.Iartha Washington
Milestones
Monsieur Beanoaire
Nathan Kale
Piper, The
Prunella
Hip Van Winkle
Sun-Up
Twig of Thorn
V/ashington, The Ilan V/ho Made Us
Fantasies
Ivory Door, The
Llidsuromer flight's Dream, A
Piper, The
Prunella
Twig of Thorn
Faroes
Gall of the Banshee, The
Doctor In Spite of Himself, The
Seven ICeys to Baldpate
Taming of the Shrew
( 119)
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CITE-APT PLAYS
Cone dies
Affected Yoimg Ladies, The
At the Jimotion
Bargains in Cathay
Cap x-hat ?its. The
Diabolical Circle, The
Fan and Tv/o Candle sticks
?ollov7ers
Ghost Story, The
God Vinlis
Gretna Green
Jazz and I.Iinuet
Joint Owners in Spain
Mistake at the Ilanor, A
My Lady* s Lace
Neighbors, The
On the Lot
Philosopher of Butterhiggens , The
Play of Saint George, The
Pyramus and Thisbe (3 scenes)
Rehearsal, The
Rose '/indowB
Secrets of the Heart, The
Spreading the Ilev/s
Trysting Place, The
(120)
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Dramas
Bethlehem (2 scenes)
Birthday of the Infanta, The
3oy in Blue , The
Boy on the I'eadov?, The
Brink of Silence, The
Cathedral .Clock, 'The
Christmas Carol, A
Christmas Bve
Christmas Tale, A
Day That Lincoln Died, The
Dust of the Ho ad
Enchanted Christmas Tree, The
Exile
Fifteenth Candle, The
Finger . of G^od, The
Florist Shop, The
George V/ashington At The Delavare
George -/Eishington' s V/edding
Gettysburg
High Heart, The
Jephthah' s Daughter
Last Strav/, The
Littlest Shepherd, The
Londonderry Air
Lord's Prayer, The
(121)
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Ilartha' s Ilourning
Minuet, A
Hiss Burney at Court
Ilonkey* s Pav7 , The
Poor Eouse , The
Prinoo of Oourt Painters, The
Sam Average
Seven Gifts, The (A Christmas pantomime)
Shoes that Danced, The
Solemn Pride
Two Slatterns and a Zing
Ulysses
Voices
Unseen Kost, The
Washington and Betsy Ross
V/elsh Honeymoon
Workhouse Ward, The
V/hy the Chimes Hang
X - 0: A Night of the Trojan V/ar (4 scenes)
Pantasi es
All On a Sumner' s Day
Aria Da Capo
Christmas Tale, A
Cross-stitch Heart, The
Dust of the Road
(122)
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Enohanted Christmas C?ree, The
House of Gnomes, The
Chave of Hearts, The
Manikin and Ilinitin
llidnight Pantasv, A
Toy Shop, The
When Horns Blow
V/illow Plate, The (A Chinese I'lay)
V/onder Hat, The
Farces
Cured
Grandma Pulls the Strings
ITelly Hid, The
iring's English, The
Love in a Prenoh Ilitchen
Ilan vrno Harried ^ Dumb ..'ife, The
Pyramus and Thishe
V/orlihouse V/ard, The
(123)
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C03TUI.S PLAYS
Long -lavs
AdmiralDle Crichton, xhe (Early rv/entieth
Century and fantastic)
Alliestis, C]he (Ancient Greel:)
Antigone (Ancient Greek)
As you Lilie It ( Sliza"bethan)
Barbara Prietchie, The Frederick Girl
(Civil V/ar period)
Beau Brunmell (English; eighteenth century)
Doctor In Spite of Himself, The (French;
Seventeenth century)
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall (Elizahethan)
5*an, The (Italian; eighteenth century)
Franklin (American Colonial)
Friend Hannah (English 1760 - 1810)
Home-makers, The (American Pilgrim; 16S0)
Ivory Door, The (Fantastic)
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Early tv/entieth century)
Little V/omon (nineteenth century)
Ilartha V/achington (American Colonial)
l.Iidsummer Night's Dream, A (Ancient Greek
and fantastic)
Ililestones (1860; 1885; iyl2)
(124)
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llonsienr Beauoaire (French and English; 1750)
Hathan Hale (American Revolution)
Piper, The (Medieval)
Ponander V/alli (English; 1825)
Prometheus Bound (Ancient Greei:)
Prunella (Pierrot and other fantastic costumes)
:iualit7 Street (English; 1815)
lueen* s Hushand, l^he (Panciful; court)
Rip Van V/inJile (r».merican Colonial; Dutch)
Rivals, i^he (Eighteenth century)
Romancers, The (French; eighteenth century)
Rose of Plymouth Tov/n, The (American Pilgrim;
1521)
School for Scandal, The (Eighteenth century)
She Stoops to Conquer (Eighteenth century)
Smilin' Through (English; 1870, and modern)
Taming of the Shrew (Elizabethan)
Trelavmey of the '.Veils (English; 1850)
Tv/ig of Thorn (Irish peasant; l:ineteenth century)
V/ashington, The Ilan Vfho Ilade Us (American Revo-
lution)
One -Act Plays
Affected Young Ladies, The (Seventeenth Century)
All on a Simmer's Day (Crinoline period)
(All women)
Aria Da Capo (Pierrot and Ancient Greek Shepherds)
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Bethlehem (Ancient Jewish and shejjherds)
Birthday of the Infanta, The (Spanish)
Boy in Blue, The (Civil ..ar -eriod)
Boy on the Lleadoi'/, The (lliddle Ages)
Brin£ of Silence, The (Polar)
(All men)
Cap That Fits, The (Eighteenth Century)
Cathedral Clool:, The (Dantzig; Fifteenth century)
Christmas Carol, The (llid-Yictorian)
ChristLias Tale, A (French; medieval)
Cross-otitch I-Ieart, A (Fanciful)
Day that Lincoln Died, The (Civil V/ar period, 1865)
Diabolical Circle, The (American T'uritan)
Fan and Two Candlesticks (Eighteenth Century)
Followers (English; 185y)
George V/ashington ^^t the Delav/are (American Revo-
lution)
George V/ashington' s Uedding (American Colonial; 1759)
Cettyshurg (Civil 7/ar period)
Gretna Green (Eighteenth Century)
Pligh Heart, The (Civil './ar Period)
House of Gnomes, The (Fanciful)
Jazz and Ilinuet (English; 1775)
Jephthah' s Daughter (Ancient Jev/ish)
Zing' s English, The (Fanciful)
Unave of Hearts, The (Playing cards)
Littlest Shepherd, The (Biblical)
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Lord's Prayer, The (French Revolution)
Love in a French Ilitchen (French peasant, lledieval)
Uan v'/ho lurried a Dumh V/ife, The (French; Medieval)
Ilanikin and Uinikin (Porcelain figures)
Llidnight Fantasy, A (Fanciful)
(All women)
Minuet, A (French Revolution)
Hiss Burney at Court (English; eighteenth century)
Ilistake at the i.lanor, A (Eighteenth century)
Lly Lady's Lace (Dutch; 1660)
Play of Saint George, The (Old English)
Prince of Court Painters, The (Eighteenth century)
Pyranus and Thishe (Ancient Greeli and fantastic)
San Average (1814)
Secrets of the Eeart, The (Eighteenth Century)
(All vv'oraen)
Seven Gifts, The (Fanciful)
Shoes That Danced, The (French; period of V/atteau)
Solecm Pride (Civil V/ar period; 1865)
(All v/cnen)
Spreading the Ilev/s (Irish peasant)
Toy Shop, The (Fanciful)
Tv;o Slatterns and a Zing (lledieval)
Ulysses (-b-ncient Greei:)
Washington and Betsy P^oss (American Colonial)
(127)
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V/illow -late, IPhe (Ancient Chinese)
Wonder Hat, I'he (Pierrot and other fantastic
costumes)
'.Vhy the Ohines Rang ( Medieval)
X - 0: A Night of the Trojan War (Ancient Greece
{-^11 men)
and Troj'an)
(128)
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PLAY COLLECTIONS
LONG ?L.'.YS
Dickiinson, Thonas H.
Chief Contemporary Dramatists
Koiighton Ilifflin Company.
^5.75
Includes
:
Lady .-indermere's Tan
The Second Ilrs. Tanqueray
Michael and His Lost Angel
Strife
The Iladras House
The Hour-Olass
The Rising of the Iloon
The Truth
The Great Divide
The "/itching Hour
The ScarecroT/
The V.'eavers
The Vale of Content
The Hed Ho^e
IZnow Thyself
Pelleas and Ilelisande
Beyond Human ?ov/er
iyi5-' 21.
Oscar V/ilde
Sir Arthur V/in^
Henry Arthur Jones
John Galsv/orthy
Granville Barker
vailiam Butler Yeats
Lady Gregory
Clyde Pitch
William Vaughn- Iloody
Augustus Thomas
Percy IlacIIaye
Gerhart Hauptman
Herman Suderman
Eugene Brieux
Paul Herviet*-
I.Iaurice Ilaeterlink
Bjornstjerne Bjornson
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The father
'The Oherrv Orchard
August Strindherg
Anton TcheJihov
A varied and valuahle oollection.
book for the library.
A good
Quinn, Arthur Kobhs
Representative Plays.
The Century Company
$4.00
Includes
:
The Prince of Parthia
The Contrast
Andre
Superstition
Charles The Second
The Triumph at Piatt sburg
Pocahontas, or the Settlers
of Virginia
The Broker of Bogota
Tortesa the Usurer
,
Fashion
Prancesca Da Rimini
Leonora, or The V/orld's Ovm
1767 - 1923. 1925
Thomas Godfrey
Hoyall Tyler
V/illiam Dunlap
James IT el son Barker
John Howard Payne
V/ashington Irving
Richard Penn Smith
Ceo. V/E.shington Parke
Gust is
Robert liontgomery Bird
Nathaniel Parker V/illis
Anna Cora Mowatt Ritchie
Ceorge Henry Baker
Julia ?/ard Eov/e
The Octoroon, or Life in Louisiana Dion Boucicault
Rip Van V/inkle - As played by Joseph Jefferson
(130)
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xiazel j.^irKe Steele HacHaye
Shenandoah Bronson Howard
Secret Service ./iliiam uiiiette
iiaaane dmzzqtt ly uavicL x>e±asco
John Luther Long
Her Great Ilatch Clyde Pitch
The Ilev; York Idea Langdon llitchell
The Y/itching Hour Augustus Thomas
The ?aith Healer V/illiam Vaughn Iloody
The Scarecrow Percy I.IacITaye
The Boss Edward Sheldon
Ee and She Rachel Gr others
Beyond the Horizon Eugene 0' He ill
Sun-Up Lula Vollmer
very good collection, especially good
for reference v/ork. A hook for the library.
Moses, I.Iontrose J.
Representative American Dramas. 1925
Little Brovm And Company, Boston.
-$4.50. Student Ed. v3 .50
Includes
:
A Texas Steer Charles H. Hoyt
The Girl of the Golden V/est David Belasco
The V/itching Hour Augustus Thomas
The City Clyde i?itch
The Scarecrow Percy LlacKaye
(131)

The Piper
Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh
It Pays to advertise
The 5^amous Ilrs. Fair
The Bnperor Jones
IT ice People
The Detour
Josei^hine Preston Peahody
Harry James Smith
Tioi Cooper I.Iegrue and
..'alter Haokett
Janes Porbes
Eugene O'Feil
Rachel Crothers
Ovi^en Davis
George S. Kaufman and Ilarc
Connelly
The Adding Ilachine Elmer L. Hice
The Show Off
Plays are arranged in chronological order
ranging from 1894 - 1924. A good reference book.
Peabody, Josephine Preston.
The Collected Plays of 1927.
nought on, Ilifflin Company.
$2.50
Includes
:
J^ortune and Hen* s Eyes
Monlowo
The .Zing
8
The Piper
The Wolf of Gubbio
Portrait of Ilrs.
(132)
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i'lays possess oorisidera"ble literary quality.
V/ilder, xhornton.
The Angel ihat Troubled the V/aters. 1928.
Ooward-IIcOann Ino
,
, New York.
^E.50
Includes
:
Nascuntor Joetae
Proserpina and the Devil
Fanny 0^0 ott
Brother ?ire
The ^enny That Bealy Spent
The Angel on the Ship
The Lies sage and Jehanne
Ghilde Koland To The Dark Tower Came
Centaurs
Leviathan
And The Sea Shall Give Up Its Lead
How The Servant' I^tiine V/as Matches
Mozart and the Gray Steward
Hast Thou Considered My Servant Job
The Plight Into Egypt
The Angel That Traabled the waters
(135)
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Aldis, Ilary,
Plays for Small Stages. 1915
Duff ie Id a]id Company. Hew York.
01. 50
Plays require little scenery.
Ilrs. Pat and the Lav/
The Drama Class of Tan Ilaha, Nevada.
Extreme Unction
The Letter
Temperament
Barrie, J. LI.
Half-Hours - Samuel French . 1918 . New York
vl.25
Includes
:
"Pantaloon"
"Rosalind"
"The Twel^'e Pound Look"
"The v/iii'
Good collection for sup ^'lementary reading in
high school. .«ith the exception of "Pantaloon" they
are too suhtle for high school production.
Barrie, J. I.I.
Echoes of the \*ar. 1918.
Samuel French, New York.
$1.25
(134)

Includes:
The Old Lady Shows Her Medals
The Hew V/ord
Barbara' s V/edding
A v/ell-rememhered Voice.
Piihlished hy Samuel 5*rench. Good for supple-
mentary reading.
Brovm, Horace B.
Short Plays from Dickens.
Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London.
Includes
:
Prom Sketches by Boz
llrs. Tibb' s Boarding - House
Horatio Sparkins
Prom llicholas Ilickelby
Iliss Soueers' '-ea-?arty
The Gentleman llext Door
Prom Barnaby Hiidge
Stormy Scenes In the Varden Household
3 scenes
Hatching a Conspiracy
The Stranger' s Visit
The Great Protestant Association
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From liar tin Chusz lev/it
Ilr. Pecksniff's Pleasant Family Party
An Unexpected Ileeting
A Division I3etv;een Prienda
From David Copperfield
The Priendly V/aiter
Betsy Trotv.'ood at rlome
llr
. Ilicav/ber's Prospects
Prom Bleak House
I.tr . Gruppy's Proposal
I.!rs. Snagsby' s Guest
Ilr. George's Shooting Gallery
From Our Ilutual Friend
Silas V/egg' s Stall
I.Ir , Venus' s Shop
At "Jenny Wren's"
Cohen, Helen Louise
The Junior Book. iyE3
Harcourt, Brace and Company. Ilev/ York.
-;^1.48
Includes:
The Passing of Sinfiotti Frank Betts
Ulysses Stephen Phillios
Jephthah' s Daughter Elma Ehrlich Levinger
The Forfeit T. B. pLOgers
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The Trusting -laoe Booth Tarkington
Souare -'egs Clifford Bax
The Tv/isting of the Rope Douglas Hyde
Paddly Pools Ililes I.Ialleson
The Queen's Lost Dignity Alice HosteXfer
Followers Harold Brighouse
Brother Sun Laurence Kousinan
The collection is meant for clas? reading and
study. i'^otes, suggestions for study, and illustrations
are helpful.
Cohen, Helen Louise
More One-Act Plays. iy27.
Earcourt. Brace and Company, l-ev? YorJi.
Inc lude s
:
The Ilight of "Ilr. H." Ear old Brighouse
The Last of the Lov;ries Paul Green
Ber.rts Enduring John Erskine
Pearls Dan Totheroh
The Dear Departed Stanley Houghton
The Poor House Louise Driscoll
The Siege Colin Camphell Clements
The Change-House John Brandane
(157)
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The Little ^'ather of the V/ildness Austin Strong and
Lloyd Oshourne
The Artist
Good Theatre
Carved ./oman
VVhere the Gross Is Ilade
A '//ay Out
A. A. Llilne
Christopher I.Iorley
Hartley 3. i:.le5:ander
Eugene O'lTeill
Hobert Trost
good collection for reading and study.
Iluch better for the class room than for production so far
as high school talent is concerned. "The 2oor House" and
one or tv;o others are exceptions,
Oohen, Helen Louise
One-Act Plays 327 Ilodern Authors. 1921.
Harcourt, Brace and Gompany, Nev7 York.
^1.4«
Includes
:
The Boy Will
Beauty and Jacobin
The Pierrot of the Hinute
The iiaker of Dreams
Gettysburg
Y/ur z e 1-Flumnery
Ilaid of Prance
Spreading Kie News
Welsh Honeymoon
Robert Srnmons Rogers
Booth Tarkington
Ernest Dov/son
Oliphant Do?/ns
Percy !!acEaye
A. A. Ililne
Harold Brighouse
Lady Gregory
Jeannette Marks
(138)
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Riders To The Sea John I.Iillington Sjmge
A Night at an Inn Lord I>unsany
'The T\'^;ilight Saint Starii Yonng
The Ilasque of the T?/o Strangers - Lady Alix Sgerton
The Intruder llaurice iiaeterlink
Fortune and Hen* s Eyes Josephine ^'reston Peahody
The Little IJan John Galsv/orthy
Ilotes and plans are especially hel:^fTil V7hether
plays are used for production or class study.
Field, Rachel.
The Cross-stitch Heart and Other Plays. 1927.
Charles Scribner* s Sons. llevj York.
il.25
Includes:
The Gross-Stitch Heart
"Greasy Luck"
The nine Days' .iueen
"The Londonderry Air"
At The Junction
"Bargains in Cathay"
A good collection for high school production.
Frank, Ilaude llorrison
Short ^ lays About Fanous Authors.
Henry Holt and Company, Hew York.
(139)
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Includes
:
--^ i-^istaice at the Han or
When Heine V/as Twenty-One
Hiss Biirnev at Court
Christmas i^ve with Charles Dickens
The ^'airies' i'lea
ri.c table, and easy to produce.
Goldstone, George A.
One-Act ^^ays. 19S6.
Alljm and Bacon, Boston.
$1.00
Includes
The DialDolical Circle
Figureheads
The Homancers
The iCing* s English
The Lost Silk iiat
The Thrice ^ii'romised Bride
The Boor
The './orkhouse .<'ard
The Unseen
Sham
Confessional
Dust of the ^ioad
I \e
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Hainan, Doris 3*.
Set the Stage for Ei^ht. 1923.
)o
•
Little, 3rov7n and Company, Boston.
-Dl.SO
Includes
:
Lady ^nne
A Fantasy in One ^ot
Santa Glaus
A Play in Cne Act
The Playroom
A Fantasy in One Act
The Difficult Border
A Fantasy in One i^ct
The Closet
A Play in One Act
The Dog
A Play in One ^Qt
Will-O-The V/isp
Eav;kridge, '/inifred and others.
Plays of V/orkshop 47. 1918.
Brentano, ^^ew York.
<H>1 .25
I
Includes
:
The Florist Shop
The Cro'^s Ilest
(141)
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The Bank AoGOTjnt
The God of ^uiet
The Vfliite Hawk
-c'o-mlar - Easy to produce on small stages,
Isaacs, Bdith J, 3..
Plays ba.^ ximerican Life and Fantasy. lUSy.
Coward licCann inc. IJev/ York.
^S.OO
Contents:
lloonshine Arthur Hopkins
The Dreamy Zid Eugene C'lTeill
Bumhle pupoy Joim v; i11 iam Roge r s , Jr
.
Blockade Olivia Kov/ard Dunhar
The End of the Trail Ernest Kov;ard Culbertson
Charevari Nan Bagley Stephens
ITills-V/ith-Her-IIan Hartley Alexander
Brother Bill Alfred Ilreynhorg
Rapunzel Alter Brody
The II 0 'Count Boy Paul Green
Hose V/indov/s Stark Young
Spring Sluicing Alice Henson Ernst
Sombi ^ ,
wa-Co
ITatalie Vivian Scott
The -ortrait of l^ro Zoe Akins
Trap Doors Alfred Hreymhorg
( 142)
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The >aeen of Sheba Stark Yoirng
The xxutocrat of the Coffee-Stall Harold Chap in
The Gooseherry Ilanarin Graoe Dorcas Huthenberg
Good collection.
Enickerhocker , Edv/in Van B.
Short Plays. lysy
Henry Holt and Company, ITev; York.
^1.20
Includes:
The Florist Shop 'inifred HavJkridge
The Game of Chess Eenneth Sawyer Goodman
The Ilan '••ho Ilarried A I>unh </ife Anatole Prance
Tv/o Crooks and a Lady Eugnne Pillot
Torches Henneth Raisbeck
Poor i.Iaddalena Louise Saunders
A V/edding John Ilirkpatrick
The Valiant Eolworthy and Robert
Iliddlemass
The Gods of the Llountain Lord I>unsany
Pyramus and Thisbe
•&Hr Vengeance Height
V/illiam Shakespeare
Allan Davis
The Noble Lord Percivale V/ilde
Allison' s Lad Bealah Ilarie Dix
The Step Llother Arnold Bennett
7/here The Cross ^a-S ^ Eugene O'Neill
Ulyssss Stephen 'hillips
f
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A good col'^-ection prepared with claasroom per-
formance in mind. Good for putlic performance also.
Contains discussion on using plays in the classroom.
E"odh, Predericfc H.
Carolina Folt-Plays. iy22.
Henry Holt and Company, ITev/ York.
*2.00
Includes
:
When V/itches Hulc
,
A Play of Carolina Folli Superstition •
Elizabeth a. Lay
Peggy, A Tragedy of the Tenant farmer - Harold i//illiamson
"Dod Cast Ye Both I" A Comedy of The Ilountain Iloonshiners
Hubert Heffner
Off Hags Head or The Bell Buoy, a Tragedy of the North
Carolina Coa^t - Dougald iiacllillan
The Last of the Lovnries - --aul G-reene
A good collection. Some of the plays might
"be used for high school production. The dialect vould
he difficult to speak and understand in some localities.
llacEaye, Percy.
Yankee Fantasies. 1912.
Duff ie Id and Company, V.evi York.
$1.50
Includes
Chuck
^n Orchard Fantasy
( 144)

Gettysburg
A 7/0 odshed Gomnentary
An Antiok
A \7ayside Sketch
The Gat-Boat:
A Fantasy ?or Ilusio
Sam ^j-verage
A Silhouette
ITacIIillan, I'ary.
Short ?lays. \H K'^
Stev/art ICidd Company, Cincinatti.
• 50
Includes
:
The Shadowed Star
The ding
The Hose
Luck
A .(Oman's A <<oman for A' That
A ?an and Tv;o Candlesticks
A Ilodern I.Iasriue
The Futurists
) The Gate of V/ishes
Easy to produce.
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Llayorga, Liargaret S.
Hepresentative One-Act Plays. iyi9
.
Little, Brown and Qonpany. Boston.
^3.00
Includes
:
Sain Average i'eroy llacEaye
Six V/ho Pass V/hile the Lentils Boil - Stuart V/alker
Voices
The Ilerry Ilerry Cuckoo
Sintram of Siiagerralc
Will 0» ^he './isp
"Beyond"
A Good Woman
?uniculi Punicula
Hunger
In the ^one
The Brink of Silence
Allison' s Lad
llrs. Pat and the liaw
Lima Beans
The V/onder Hat
Suppressed Desires
Where But In America
A Question of Llorality
liar tha' s liourning
Hortense Flexner
Jeanette Ilarks
Sada Cowan
Doris i\ Ealman
Alice Gerstenherj
George Lliddleton
P^ita V/illman
Eugene Pillot
Sugene G. O'Neill
Esther E. Galhraith
Beulah lit^rie Dix
Ilary Aldis
Alfred Ilreymhorg
Ben Ilecht and Ilenneth
Sav/yer Goodman
George Cram Cook and
Susan Glaspell
Oscar 11. V/olt
Percivale '.-ilde
x'hoehe Hoffman
fl45)
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Hyland Thomas V/ood Stevens and
Ilenneth Sawyer Goodman
The Last Straw
Hat tie
Dregs
Bosv.'orth Crocker
Blva DePue
Prances -emlDerton Spencer
A rery good collection. Plays suitahle for
high school production, and supplementary reading and
study.
Phillips, LeRoy and Johnson, Theodore
Types of Llodern Dramatic Composition. iy27.
Ginn and Company, Boston.
$1.60
Inc lades
:
The Ilelly -'id.
The D\.'eller In Da.rlaiess
Wanderlust
Grandma -^ulls the Strings
Oabhages and iringa
A Pool of a Ilan
Davm
Bethlehem
Ilaur ice's Own Idea
The Crumbs That Pall
'Lijah
Zathleen 1! orris
Dan Tother oh
Reginald Berkeley
Eenyon Nicholson
Ddith Barnard Delano
David Garb
Hose Fyleman
Edx7ard Pinnegan
Percivale "ilde
Lav/renee Eousman
Ililes Ilalleson
Philip Hubbard
Edgar Valentine Smith
(147)
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Ileredsv;' s Hight Hand A. Hamilton G-ibbs
Trifles Susan Glaspell
^eggy Rachel Or others
Uncle Jimr-iy Sena Gale
The Closet Doris 5'. Hainan
The Hiller Albert Gov;les
The Lean Years Llary Ilatherine lieely
Pierot Before the Seven Doors - Arthur Cantillon
Daggers and Diamonds Katharine Prescott I.Ioseley
£L varied collection. Includes some brief,
but worthwhile notes on how to study the one -act play.
Price, Olive.
Short Plays froa American History and Literature. 19E5
Samuel French. ITev; York.
TjJl.VS. School edition vl.25
Includes
:
Lantern Lights
A Play of llev7 England '.itchcraft - 3 acts
Evangeline
A Play in 4 acts, fo^onded on the poem by Longfellov/.
Hiawatha
A Play in 7 scenes founded on the poem by Longfellov/,
Little Lady Dresden
An Incident in 1 act at Ilount Vernon.
Around the Blue '/igr/am
A Play in 2 acts about Pochontas.
{ 148)
r:
?rhite Asters
-o-n Americanization Playlet - 3 acts.
Memories
A Conmencoment Pageant.
Prepared especially for school use.
Schauffler, l-lo"bert Haven,
Sanford, ^.
Plays for Patriotic Days. Iy28
.
Dodd, Head and Ooopany, Ilevj York.
•ii5£.50
Includes
:
Lincolris Birthday
The Day that Lincoln Died - Prescott '.;arren and './ill
Hutchins
Abraham Lincoln: Rail-splitter - Constance D'Arcy l.-acllay
/a sh ing t on ' s B i rthday
George '.Washington At The Delav/are - Percy LlacHaye
God V/inks - Katharine Stanhery Biirgess
George ./ash rngton' s Wedding - V/niiam .ti.rcher
Flag Day
Washington and Betsy I'-oss - -ercy I.IacIIaye
The Llan w'ithout a Coimtry - ^lizaheth i-cFadden and
ii.gnes Grffiggins
Memorial Day
The Boy in Blue - Olive U. Price
The High Heart - i^-delaide <^ . Kov;ell
Independence Day
(14y)
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The Growth of a Hat ion - Florence LI. Sldridge
The i'estival of Yankee Doodle - Sue Arm V/ilson
Thomas Jefferson' s Day
Ahove All lllse, Liberty - Georgia Stenger
Armistice Day
The Enife - Anna J. Harnwell and Isahelle J. l.Ieaker
Tree of Llemory - Grace G. Hoses
The Liessage - Harry V/agstaff Gribhle
Includes raore actable plays th&\ is usual in such
c ollections
.
Schauffler , l^obert Haven
Sanford, ^. .
Plays for Festivals. 1928.
Dodd, Mead and Oonpany, T.evj Yorli.
.^2.50
Conta Ins
:
Hew Year
Baley I-ew Year Ruth ixrlrwright
Gave of tho Fates Virginia Clcott
V/hen the Horn Blows Ethel Van der Veer
Tv;elfth Ilight
Twelfth Night Festivities Elsie Louise Ilnox
Arbor Day
he Treasure Chest Josephine Thorp
xhe Conspiracy of Spring Ilary S. Edgar
-he 3nov; ^ueen Elisabeth B. Grimball
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April i'ool' s Day
?wo 21uin Puddings
iin April Pool
'The Iling of Sherwood
^he lIo"ble Lord
Ilay Day
The Drean Pt^iry and The Spider
A Garden Cinderella
The Sleeping Beauty
Thanksgiving
Festival of the Harvest Iloon
The Three Thanksgivings
Sojourners
Forefathers* Day
At Turn of Tide
Faith of Our Fathers
Varied assortment.
Sanford, A. P.
Plays for Graduation. 1927.
Dodd, Head L Go., llev; York.
.)2.00
Includes:
Mister Punch
At the Mill^Stone
Graduation Gifts
(151)
Colin Clements
Virginia Clcott
Ivy Bolton
Percivale V/ilde
- Ilary Stewart
Edith Burrows Stewart
S . Lyle GuLimins
Sue Ann Viiison
Faith Van Valkenhurgh Vilas
Isahelle J. 1-Ieaker and
Anna J. Harnv/ell
Georgia Stenger
Annie Llarble
Good for the purpose.
Colin Clements
Josephine Thorpe
Ilargaret Parsons
r*
Light ?r iumphant
Jlay i-iadness
A Better House Trap
The -erfeot -Pattern
The Last Voyage of Odysseus
Beloved, It Is the I-om
The V/illov; Plate
The Sanctuary Ilnoolcer
Shakespeare, The Jlaymaker
The Inn of Discontent
Varied and suitable.
Smith, Laurence J. and others.
The Cathedral Clock and Other One-x^ct I'lays. 1950.
Drama Series of iJr-cpression Company, Boston.
George Stenger
Bonnie Gilbert
liar ion Eolbrook
Bthel Van der Veer
Perry Boyer Corneau
Adelaide C . ilov.'ell
Florence Hyerson
Alice Johnson ".^'alker
Contribution of 20 stti-
dents of the University
of Dakota
.
Percivale V/ilde
Conta ins
:
The Cathedral Clock
The LcFrer of ITillcairne
Luck O'Land
The Doormat
Gifts
Cold Cream
Cured
Laurence J. Sriith
Jose.^h . Connor
Adele Neill Dowling
Grace K. Lonergan
Louise '«/inifred I.Iiller
llydia . I.Iinchin
Ilargaret Strickland Hurl
Plays though v/ritten b..- amateurs have good act-
ing qualities, and are easy to produce.
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sterling, ^ndr-as Leonard.
xhe Atlantic Bool: of Hoc. em Plays.
The .Atlantic Ilonthly j:'ress, Boston.
•^2.00
Includes
:
The r-hilo sooner of Butterhiggens
Spreading the Hews
Tides
He
Camphell of Eilmhor
The Stm
The Ilnave of Hearts
?aine and the -oet
The Captain of the Gate
Oettyshurg
I.one-some Like
Hiders To the Sea
The Land of Heart's Desire
The Hiding to Lithend
h. varied collection including
production and class discussion.
v/alker, Stuart.
-ortmanteau 'lays. iy21
Stev;art and Hidd Company, Cincinnati.
^2.50
Harold Char^in
Lady Crregory
George Iliddleton
Sugene 0' He ill
J. ^, i'erguson
John Galsworthy
Louise Saunders
Lord Dunsany
Beulah Llarie Dix
Percy ^'iaciraye
Harold Brighouse
John 'lillington S^Tige
V/illiam Butler Yeats
Gordon Bottomley
plays good for
(153)
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Includes
:
Trumpet
Six '^Tio Pass V/hile the Lentils Boil
iTeverthe less
iledicine Show
collection of plays easy to produce calling
for little or no sconery,
Y/ehher, James J. and /ehster, Kanson V/.
Cne-iiCt Plays. iyE3.
Ho"ughton llifflin Company.
^^1.40
Inc liides
'Jhe Boy Gomes home
5*ollov/ers
ii Sunny Lloining
A, ii. , I'ilne
Harold Brighouse
The Pale on
The Ooraing of Pair ia.nnie
The Romancers (^ct I)
lly Lady' s Lace
The Lord's Prayer
The Cottage on the Iloor
Solemn Pride
Serafin and Joaquin
Alvarez iunitero
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
Graham Price
Edmond Hostand
liidward &iohlock
Francois Coppe'e
B. E. Smith
D. L. Ireland
George Ross Leighton
X - C: A ilight of the Trojan V/ar-John Drinlavater
The Rising of the Moon Lady Gregory
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Nevertheless
llanikin and Ilinikin
'^he Beau of Bath
xhe Unseen Host
The Shoes that l>aneed
Colomhine
Stuart '.-alker
Alfred irrejnahorg
Constance L^Arcy IlaciTay
'ercival wilde
iknna Hemptead Branch
Heginald i-rkell
A varied and v;ell arranged collection of
plays good for study and production. C>ne of the hest.
Wehher, Janes P. and ./ehster, Hanson u.
Short Jlays. 1925.
Houghton Ilifflin Oonpany, llev; York.
•^2.00
Includes
:
The Prince of otanhoul
The Toy Shop
The Stolen Prince
The End of the ?.ainl)OW
The Princess on the Hoad
Good-night, Bchhette
To I>ust lie turning
The Traveling Ilan
The Shutting 0* The Door
The V/raggle-Taggle Gypsies
Pyranus and Phi she
Lliss Burney at Court
Lord Dunsany
Percivale .<iide
Dan Potheroh
James Plaisted V/ehher
Ilathleen Conynhan Greene
Austin Dot son
Anna Hemptet-d Pranch
Lady Gregory
V/allace G. Dickson
The Perse School
Y/illian ohake spear
e
Ilaude Llorrison Prank
(155)

John Silver Off Duty HoTsert Louis Stevenson
The Little Boy Out of the V/ood ITathleen Conyngham Crreene
The Legend of Saint Dorothy Georgia G-oddard r.ing
In the Good Greenv;ood Llarjorie Benton Cooke
The Lion's V/help George Ross Leighton
3en;Jamin franklin: Journeyman - Constance D*Arcy Ilacliay
The Boston Tea Party Constance D' -rcy Ilackay
The Little I^ing Y/itter Brynner
A varied and well arranged collection good
for study and production.
(156)
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SOI IE USEFUL BOOHS ?03 AlIixTEUHS
Choosing A Play (1920). Gertrude B. Johnson. -$2.00
The Century Company, 11 ev; Yor^.
Discusses dramatics in the high school education-
al value, acting, directing, and material for production.
The graded lists of plays and "boolcs on the theatre are
very helpful,
?irst Aid to the Amateur (1924). Cs^rl V/ehster Pierce.
Gratis. v/alter H. Baker Company, Boston.
A "brief discussion of the ^. 3. G's of Amateur
theatricals . Useful to the heginner v;ith little or no
equipment "beyond a copy of a play.
How to "'roduce Amateur Plays (1925). Barrett H. Clark.
yS.OO. Published hy Little Brovm and Co. Obtainable
by Samuel French.
Useful for high schools. Discusses organiza-
tion of group, choice of play, rehearsing, directing,
making of scenery, etc.
The School Theatre (1925). Roy Hitchell ,.1.V5.
Brentano, ITew York.
Valuable for its treatment of acting. Recom-
mended in '^Enriched Teaching of Bnglish" - »oodring and
Benson.
(167)

The Soenev;right ^. x>.ndre ^mith. v8. Published "by
Gives instmotion on "building the scene model and
"building scenery.
Stage Lighting^ (192y). Theodore Fuchs. v3.
Deals v/ith fundamentals of electricity, light,
and color, and their relation to stage craft. I)escri"bes
and tells hov; to construct inex"oensive devices for the
amateur
.
The Book of Play Production (1926). Hilton Smith. s^S.
I>. japoleton and Company. ITevj York.
This "book contains invalua"ble material covering
various pro"blens of play production. It discusses "build-
ing and painting scenery, making of properties and secur-
ing stage effects, building stages, rigging curtains, '.Plan-
ning and conducting rehearsals, etc. "Very ^practical and
useful to the amateur.
The Story of the Theatre. Glenn Hughes. ^S.
Samuel French.
Discusses the development of the arts of the
theatre in ASia, iiurope, and America.
Recommended in "Plays for Amateurs", 3. Hari6n Tucker.
P. 9.
2
Ibid
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Producing in Little -heatres fl921). Cl£.renoe Stratton.
Js.yo. KenryHolt. and Company.
ValualDls for its pictures of stage settings and
costumes. Includes a list of plays suitalDle for amateur
acting
.
An Hour of American Drama fl930).
Barrett H. Clark. ')1.00
J. 3. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia and London.
This is an entertaining and "brief discussion
of trends in modem drama, and ±Lmerican contemporaneous
playwrights. Mentions contributions of little and
other experimental theatres and dramatic groui^s. Sug-
gestion made as to the future development of drama in
the United States.
The Heroes of the Puppet Stage (1923).
lladge Anderson - yS.OO
Harcourt, Brace and Company.
History of well Imovm characters in puppet-
shows v;ritten in a popular and entertaining st^^le and
at same time gives interesting information about the
puppet stage. It contains a good bibliography on pup-
pets and pantomimes.
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The Little Theatre In the United States (1917)
Constance D'^roy IlacZay
Henry Eolt L Co. v2.50
An interesting and informative hook ahcut
the development of the little theatre in the United
States.
(150)
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GCSCPUIES
Costiimes and Scenerv for Amateurs fiyi5)
ConstanG9 D'Aro^ IloIIay 91.V5
Published "by Henry Holt and Co.
This hook contains Yaluahle pictures of costumes
and stage sets. Qives special attention to costumes for
children's plays. There ar© many useful suggestions for
the use of simple and inexpensive materials.
Early American Costume - Edward ;/al^«^, and Henry C. Pitz.
The Century Company. iy29. v4,uO
Discusses the costumes of the South, Pennsyl-
vania, llev; England, and the frontier. Contains numerous
sketches. -also gives valuable information about wigs, etc.
Chats on Old Jewelry and Trinkets - Percival I.laclver
Frederick Stokes Company, New York.
Contains C-00 illustrations. Ancient medieval,
eighteenth century, oriental ;1ev.'elry described. Articles
range from brooches to shoe buckles. A good book for school
libraries.
Ancient Egyptian, ^xssyrian, and Persian Costume - (1921)
I.:. G. riouston, and S. Hornblov.'er
Ilacmillan. ^4.20
Contains numerous colored plates and designs of
costumes, their decorations £.nd accessories.
(161)
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The Horaan Toga (iyE4) - Lillian 11. V/ilson
The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, lid. 05.
Oontains many illnstrt.t ions shov.'ing hov; the toga
was v^orn in the different periods, slaetches shov;ing ho\v
the toga v;ar cut. The appendix gives instruction respect
ing the rooonstruct ion of the toga. Includes a color
plate. Valuable hook for high school library.
Historic Oostune (1490-1790) - Francis 1.1. Kelly
Randolph Schwahe
Scrihner. 19E5. ^fO
The authors have sought to give in compact form
a reliable guide to the past. Contains numerous •"Pictures
iliany of them colored, designs, etc. Italian, French,
German, Spanish, and English fashions are illustrated.
A chapter is devoted to pattern designs. It emphasizes
dress of royalty and the nobility. -uims to be practical.
*Bnglish Costume - 4 volumes. iJion Clayton Calthrop.
Ilacraillan. v^.OO
Among the best books on I:inglish costume written
in an entertaining style. -o-uthor divides subject into
4 periods - 'Sarly English, Iliddle ^ges, Tudor and Stuart,
Georgian. Confines subject to Civil Dress. Rich in
colored plates. Details illustrated v/ith sketches. In-
formative as the pictures are, much more about modes of
* Books starred considered best.
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living, eto . is to "be obtained fron the reading matter.
ilodes and 'Tanners of the Nineteenth Century. 1790-1817.
Boetin, translated hy I.I. Bdv/ards. S volumes.
Published by J. II. Lentt Oompany, London.
E. ?. Dutton L Oonpany, II ev.' York.
Rich in pictures shovjing not only costuines of
19th century but also house decorations. Ilany pictures
illustrating dress of chi'^.dren.
Vol. II 1818 - 1842
Vol. Ill 1843 - 1878
CxOdey* s Lady* s Book for Cost-ones in ii.nerica prior to 1850.
Patterns for Historic Plays
Butterick Pattern Co., 223 Spring Street, Hev/ York City.
i.ia::s-u?
The Art of llake-Up (1925) Helena Chalmers $2.00
D. Apple ton Co
.
The author of this book is a teacher of make-
up at the American academy of Dramatic Art, New York,
80 can speak with authority. Besides theatrical make-
up she describes make-up for notion pictures, and fancy
dress balls. There any many pictures showing how var-
ious results ma^- be obtained.
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How to !Iake-Up {185y)
3. J. xidair Pitz-aer&lcL $.75
Samuel French
xhis is an inexpensive Too ok v/hich gives
some valualDle information about stage make-up, par
tioularlv, a"bout the use of grease paints.
( 164 )

KBLPPUL LIAGA:3IIJE ARC^ICISS, IffiPCHTS , BULLETIITS , aIJD OTHSH
PAI,IPHES':?S.
THE THEATRE
Aeschylus, The ?irst Man of the Theatre. Edith Hunilton.
Theatre Arts Llonthly, Janm^ry 1929. 2, 40-48.
An evaluation of i^eschylus. Article vjill "be
of intersst to teachers and students considering the pro-
duction of a Greek ^lay or for class-room purposes.
Sophocles, The Quintessential Greek. Edith Hamilton.
Theatre ^^rts Uonthly. ^'ebruary 1929. ?. 118-1E8.
An evaluation of Sophocles. Valuable to those
studying a Greek play or contemplating the production of one
The Greek Choral Dance. iiargaret Gage. Theatre Arts
Llonthly, -august 1929. ?. 569-578.
**rticle explains and describes the Greek Chorus.
It is illustrated with pictures and diagrams. The descrip-
tion and directions are considered authentic by students
of Greek. Of great value to anyone directing the produc-
tion of a Greek play.
Barrie's Sunset w'indov; on the Thames. K. I. Brock.
The iiew York Tines, Llay 10, 1951. P. 7, 30.
A biographical sketch of Barrie accompanied v.'ith
a three quarter portrait. -t^ffords interesting su:^ple-
mentary reading for high school dramatic classes and clubs.
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Shakespeare: A Drama Still to Be 'I'old. E. I, Brock.
The Hew York Times I-lagazine. Fehruary 8, l^Zl. ?.
12, 13, 23.
Contains new information in the life of Shakespeare.
Several v/ell Imorm pictures depicting incidents in his life
and times accompany the article. interesting material for
English classes and dramatic cluhs.
Eva Le Gallienne . David Oarh . Theatre Guild I.Iagasine.
February 1931. P. 40 .
An interesting article telling ahout Hiss le
Gallienne's Civic Repertory Theatre and her method of di-
recting and rehearsing plays. -^^nateur directors can get
some v;orth v;hile suggestions about directing their plays.
PLAY PRODUCTION
A Second Lesron In acting. Richard Bolesla^'sky . Theatre
Arts Monthly, July 1929. i\ 498-505.
Some good advice about acting helpful to directors,
and amateur actors.
The Dramatist and the ^^.mateur Public. Philip Barry.
Pamphlet. Samuel Trench. Gratis.
Dsicusses the ..;uestion of cutting plays. Valuable.
The Art of Rehearsals. Bernard Shaw. Pamphlet. Samuel
French. Gratis. Interesting.
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Amateurs and the Hoyalty v^uestion. Thomas H. Edwards.
Pamphlet. Samuel Trench. Gratis.
Discusses question "V/hy should amt-teurs pay
royalty?"
Renting a Jla-^ , Constance D^Arcy iiacITay. Pamphlet.
Samuel H'rench. Gratis.
More discussion "of the royalty qtiestion.
HIGH SCHOOL PLAY PRODUOTIOH.
Better High School Plays. Gladys P. Tibhets. The
iinglish Jo^ornal, ?ehruary 1918. ?. 98-107.
Author discusses the need of good ^^'lays for high
school production, and urges schools to make quality rather
than money the chief aim of high school dram.atics. arti-
cle includes a good list of vorth v;hile plays.
Report of the High School Survey Committee of the Drama
League of ^^merica, ^pril 1, 1927. xi. C. Hunter, Chairman.
Published jointly by Ohio '/esleyan University and the
Drama League of America.
Contains reports on the follov/ing topics:
(1) Liligibility and General Interest; (2) Selection of
Plays; (5) Choosing the Cast; (4) Direction; (5) Produc-
ing Pacilities: (6) Status of Dramatic -activities; (7)
Results; (8) Remarks. The last topic is in the form of
a sym-josium of opinion regarding the "»)resent condition
(167)

of this aGtivit7, its \^ossi"bilities an an educ£.tional
medium, and sane suggestions as to hov/ high school drama
tios might he improved.
The High School Play. p. Srootman. Bulletin Vol.
X7II. 1:0. 8. Llay 1, iy25. The Illinois Association
of Teachers of English.
A discussion of the choice of a play, organi-
zation, direction, and acting. Yaluahle for inexper-
ienced directors.
High School Dramatics. Sarah ix. Loomis. The English
Leaflet, Vol. XV, Ihimber 127. The Hew England Associa-
tion of Teachers of English.
Points out value of high school dramatics, and
suggests plans hy which they v/ill not he a drain on stu-
dents' overcrov/ded time, and an extra strain on members
of the faculty. Includes a list of plays.
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IIAGAZINES DEVOTED 70 DRAIIA AlID SPEECH
nie&.tre Guild Ilagazine
Theatre Guild Ilagazine, Ino . Greenv;ich, Conn.
Theatre Arts IIonthl7
Theatre Arts, Inc., liy « . 57th St., I'ev; York City.
The Emerson ^iuarterly
Emerson College of Oratory, SO Huntington i^-ve
.
, Boston.
The 'iimrterly Journal of Speech Education
The National association of Teachers of Speech, 10 Chester
Street, Champaign, 111.
The Drama
Drama Corp., 404 IT. V/esley Ave., I'ount Llorris, 111.
School and Society.
fioGi y^ Jress, Grand Central Terminal, irev; York City.
r
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sons USEi'UL CATALCGUSS
AIID PLAY LISTS
A Catalogue of Baker's Plays. V/alter E. Baker Company,
41 Winter Street, Boston, llass.
A Catalogue of Plays; Phe Penn Publishing Company,
9E5-27 Pilliert Street, ,'hiladely:'hia
,
Pennsylvania.
A List of IIon-Hoyalty Plays. Samuel French, Inc.,
25 V/est 45th Street, ITev/ York City.
Better Eigh School Plays. Gladys P. Tihtets.
The English Journal, February iyi8. University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois.
Books for Hone Headin^j (^.20) Prepared "by the Committee
On Home Heading for the national Council of Teachers of
English, 211 "./est 68th Street, Chicago, 111.
A classified list from Greek drama dovm to the modern
one-act play.
Catalogue. D. Appleton and Company, 35 W. 32nd St.,
II ev; York City.
Enriched Teaching of English in the High School. Pre-
pared "by Ilaxie Ilave '..'oodring and Ilachel Theresa Benson,
Bureau of :^^l,lioaticn,^ ^'^^^^ ^ ^ <^ ^ ^Q- o\ d \X.vvvT e>ri.\\i
Samuel Frenches Catalo.^-ue of Plays. Samuel Prench Inc.,
25 'Vest 45th St., llov/ York City.
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Graded Lists of -la^s in "Choosing a Play". Gertrude
B. Jolmson; Tlae Century Company, 353 Fourth A%'e
,
, IT.Y.C
Longman's Catalogue of Plays. Longmans, Green Co.,
55 Fifth ^ve., Hew York City.
Plays. Dramatic Puhlishing Co., 542 Soiith Dearborn
Street, Ghieago, Illinois.
Plays for i^mateurs. S. Ilarion Tuclier . '^*60.
The E. v/ilson Co., If. Y. C. Can he purchased from
the Drama Book Shop, 2^ Jest 47th 3t . Ilev York City.
Plays for Girls, In Camps, Schools, and Churches.
Samuel French, Inc., 25 './est 45th Street, Hev/ York City
(171)
I
ADDRESSES 0? i'UBLlSHBRS AIID BOOK SECPS
^OK PAYIENT 0? ROYALZ^IES
D. Appleton and Company, 25 v/est 32ncl Street, iJev; York Oity.
Walter d. Baker Company, 41 ./inter Street, Boston, Ilass.
^ommunity Service, Inc., 1 Iladison i^ren-ie, Hev; York^ ^vv\\-V
Samuel 2'rench, Inc., 25 '.ieat 45th Street, New York City.
till ..'est 7th St., Los Angeles, Jal.
25 Southhampton Street, Strand \..C.2.
London, England.
George Pierce Baker, Yale University Theatre, Nev/ riaven,
Conn
.
Henry Holt and Co., ly '. est <^^^th St
.
, Ilev; York City.
5 Park Avoniie
,
Boston, llass.
2451 i''rarie ^^renue
,
Chicago, 111.
14y llev/ llontgomery St., San Francisco.
Longmans, Oreen Co., 55 ^'ifth .&.venue , Nev; York City.
The Century Co., 355 ?onrth Avenue, Nev; York City.
The Dramatic Puhlishing Company, 542 South Dearhom St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
The Penn Publishing Company, 925-27 IPilhert Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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DEALERS IN GOSrUIIB
Bata and 7o^t, 403 Bridge Street, Brookljm, !'. Y.
Inexpensive
.
Eaves Costune Go., 110 /. 46th Street, !!. Y. C.
Veil reoomnended.
Preisinger, lladan B. 3. 244 West 42nd St., U. Y. C.
High Glass; expensive , hut correct.
Zrehs and Co., 146 Dudley St., Hoxhury, llass.
Also handles stage proi)erties.
Harelson Costurie Co., Hansas City, llansas.
Bayer Schumacher Co., 67 west 45th St., Ilev/ Yorl: City.
r^anks as one of the hest.
Western Gostune Company. 10th St. L Broadway, Los Angelas,
California
.
OTHSH CaL^AlIIBS V/ELL REC01E!EIIDED
Raymond Costume Co., 6 i^oylston -'lace, -Boston, Ilass.
Amateur Dramatic V/ork a speciality.
Brovm, Costumer, Congress Street, x*ortland, Ilaine
.
LI. G. Slatter^r, 216 Fremont Street, Boston, Ilass.
Theatrical .igs and Ilake-Up
Hooker, Howe, Gostumers. Haverhill, Ilass.
Haentze, ^.llth Street, Philadelphia, Tenn.
Good for nodern dress.
Ililler , Theatrical Gostiimers, 136 I'orth Eleventh St.,
i'hiladelphia , ?a.
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Van Horn Costume Oompany, 12th Ohesstnut Streets,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Was3 and Son, 225 Ilorth 3ighth Street, - hiladelphia
,
Jenna,
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D3AL3RS III SC3T^3Y
Fox Color Co. Inc., 240 East 126th Street, llev; York City.
Dealers in scenic artists' material. Calci-
mines and water paints for scenery painting. A special
catalogue for schools r;ill he mailed upon recp.iest.
French, Sanue?., 28 West 58th Street, Few York City,
Scenery lithographed on strong paper v/hich can
easily he mounted on canvas, calico, or linen, and then
framed on v/oodv/ork. Descriptive catalogue free.
Iluhn Studios. Iiiighth .-.venule So 25th Street, llev; York City.
Expensive scenery, hut ver^'' reliahle . V/ell
made, accurate sets to order. Catalogue free.
Novelty Scenic Stiidio, 220 ... 45th St., Hew York City.
Every variety of draperies, stage sets, etc.
Rented or sold. Ilail order for out-of-town customers.
Catalogue free.
The Theatre. ^j.ddress Editor, Amateur Stage Department,
6 East S9th Street, llew York City.
Practical screen comhinations for amateur stage,
'./rite for information.
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Bialto Stage lighting Co., o04 V/est 52na Street, IT. Y. C
Complete lighting equipment for Little Theatre
Catalorrae free.
Universal Sleotric Stage Lighting Co. - Zliegel Bros.,
321-325 V/est 50th Street, ITev; York City.
Equipment rented at ah out 10 per cent of value
plus freight charges. Advice gi-'en on equipment.
Equipment for sale.
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